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Introduction
House File 2492 (HF2492) sets forth the following requirement: DIVISION VI SPECIALTY
COURTS——STUDY Sec. 22. SPECIALTY COURTS —— STUDY. The judicial branch and the
department of corrections in cooperation with the division of criminal and juvenile justice
planning of the department of human rights, and the judicial district departments of correctional
services, shall study the effectiveness and recidivism rates of persons assigned to the specialty
courts of the judicial branch. The National Center for State Courts may be utilized in order to
complete the study. The judicial branch shall file a report detailing the cost-effectiveness of the
specialty courts including any recommendations with the general assembly and the fiscal
services division of the legislative services agency by January 15, 2019.
In the following, we seek to provide a realistic response to the legislature’s charge to provide
studies of the effectiveness of Specialty Treatment Courts for reducing the probability of
recidivism among their participants as well as their cost-effectiveness in performing this
function. The National Center for State Courts has conducted many such studies and based on
our experience, it is not currently feasible to perform the type of evaluation described in HF2492
within the specified time frame and to expect valid and reliable results. Further, based on our
observations, previous research, and the work of the other National Center for State Courts team,
Iowa Drug Courts are not generally in good compliance with the Drug Court Model, as
expressed in the Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards (National Association of Drug Court
Professionals (NADCP), 2013; 2015) and the Ten Key Components of Drug Courts (NADCP,
1997). An evaluation of Drug Courts that are not in compliance with the Drug Court Model
would likely produce disappointing results and would under-estimate the potential of Drug
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Courts to produce positive impacts on participants. Rather, the Iowa Judicial Branch should
focus at this time on providing leadership to Drug Courts and assisting them to obtain the
resources they will need to become compliant with the Drug Court Model.
In the following, we will:


Provide an inventory of Specialty Treatment Courts (STCs).



Summarize efforts by the state of Iowa to support STCs.



Critically review prior research conducted on Iowa Drug Courts.



Review important findings from NCSC needs assessment for STCs.



Examine a proposed alternative to Drug Court: Intensive Probation Using the RiskNeeds-Responsivity (RNR) Model.



Provide recommendations for improving Iowa Drug Courts and suggestions for further
research.

Inventory of Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa
In this section, an inventory of Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa – as of the fall of 2018 – is
provided. Table 1 shows the frequency distribution of the 39 Specialty Treatment Courts by
type.1
Table 1: Types of Specialty Treatment
Courts in Iowa
Court Type
Count
Family Dependency Treatment Court
12
Adult Criminal Drug Court
10
2
Juvenile Drug Court
8
MH/Co-Occurring Disorders Court
4
Adult Hybrid OWI/Drug Court
2
Designated OWI Court
1
Domestic Violence Court
1
Veterans Treatment Court
1
Table 1: Types of Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa

1
2

Data for this section as provided by John Goerdt, Deputy State Court Administrator (September 4, 2018).
The count of Juvenile Drug Courts includes a boy-only Juvenile Drug Court and a girl-only Juvenile Drug Court.
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Figure 1 highlights the proportionate distribution of Specialty Treatment Court types in Iowa.
The plurality of the Specialty Treatment Courts is Family Dependency Treatment Courts (31%).
The second largest type of Specialty Treatment Court is Adult Criminal Drug Courts (26%), and
the third largest type of Specialty Treatment Court is Juvenile Drug Courts (21%). The
remaining Specialty Treatment Courts each constitute ≤ 10% of the total (there is only one
Designated OWI Court, one Domestic Violence Court, and one Veterans Treatment Court).

Interestingly, only 19 of Iowa’s 99 counties (19 %) have a Specialty Treatment Court of any
type. Of these 19 counties, 11 (65 %) contain more than one type of court while the remaining 8
(35%) contain only a single type of Specialty Treatment Court. Collectively, the 11 counties
containing multiple types of Specialty Treatment Courts account for 31 of the total number of
Specialty Treatment Courts (79%).

Figure 1: Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa
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Figure 1: Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa
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Table 2 provides the distribution of Specialty Treatment Court types among those 11 counties
with more than one type of Specialty Treatment Court. It is important to note that many of the
Specialty Treatment Court programs in a county also serve persons from one or more other
counties in the Judicial District. Even given this caveat, however, the conclusion from this
analysis is that Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa are concentrated in a relatively small number
of counties, and that an even smaller number of counties within this already small number of
counties account for the majority of Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa.
Table 2: Geographic Distribution of Specialty Treatment Courts in
Iowa
County
Count of Specialty Treatment Courts
Woodbury
5
Polk
4
Black Hawk
3
Cerro Gordo
3
Scott
3
Wapello
3
Linn
2
Plymouth
2
Pottawattamie
2
Warren
2
Webster
2
Table 2: Geographic Distribution of Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa

Figure 2 displays the geographical distribution of Adult Criminal, Adult Hybrid OWI/Drug
Courts, and Designated OWI Courts. It illustrates that the courts are widely distributed
geographically. Polk County established the first Adult Criminal Drug Court (indeed the first
Specialty Treatment Court of any type in Iowa) in 1995, a mere six years after the first Drug
Court was established in Miami, Florida. Of the 10 Adult Criminal Drug Courts in Iowa, 6 were
established within the last ten years, 4 in 2016 alone. The 2 Adult Hybrid OWI and Drug Courts
4

are both more than ten years old, with the court in Woodbury established in 1999. The single
Designated OWI Court in Warren County was established in 2011.

Figure 2: Adult Criminal Drug/Adult Hybrid OWI & Drug/Designated OWI Courts

Figure 2: Adult Criminal Drug/Adult Hybrid OWI & Drug/Designated OWI Courts

Figure 3 shows the geographical distribution of the 12 Family Dependency Treatment Courts
(FDTCs) and the single Domestic Violence Court in Iowa. The FDTCs are widely distributed
geographically. Polk County established the first FDTC in 2002 followed by Linn in 2003,
Wapello in 2006, and then Scott and Woodbury Counties in 2008. Buena Vista (2010), Warren
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(2011), Johnson (2012), Webster (2013), and, most recently, Cass and Cerro Gordo Counties
(2015) followed. The Domestic Violence Court was founded more recently in 2016.
Figure 3: Domestic Violence/Family Dependency Treatment Courts

Figure 3: Domestic Violence/Family Dependency Treatment Courts

*There is also a Family Dependency Treatment Court in Black Hawk county, which was established in 2015.

Figure 4 outlines the geographic distribution of Juvenile Drug Courts in Iowa. Among the oldest
of the Juvenile Drug Courts are those in Polk (1999), with gender specific courts: one for boys
and one for girls. Aside from the Juvenile Drug Court in Woodbury, which was also founded in
1999, the other Juvenile Drug Courts were founded more recently: 3 (1 each in Des Moines,
Marshall, and Plymouth) in 2007; 1 in Clay in 2008; and 1 in Cerro Gordo in 2015.
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Figure 4: Juvenile Drug Courts

Figure 4: Juvenile Drug Courts

*Polk has 2 Juvenile Drug Courts, each gender specific

Figure 5 show the distribution of the 4 Mental Health/Co-Occurring Disorder Courts. These
were founded recently, since 2011: 1 in Woodbury in 2011; 1 in 2012 in Wapello; 1 in 2015 in
Pottawattamie; and 1 in Scott in 2016. Note that there is also a single Veteran’s Court in Iowa. It
is located in Woodbury and was founded in 2014.
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Figure 5: Mental Health/Co-Occurring Disorders Courts

Figure 5: Mental Health/Co-Occurring Disorders Courts

*Woodbury also has a Veteran’s Court, which was established in 2014

Efforts to Support Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa
In this section, we describe how the State of Iowa, often in partnership with the federal
government and local jurisdictions, has acted to support the development and sustenance of
Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa.
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Specialty Treatment Courts3
Figure 6 below, shows the distribution of funding sources for Drug and other types of Specialty
Treatment Courts (STCs) in Iowa between FY 2009 and 2018, excluding Family Dependency
Treatment Courts, discussed in the next section. The Iowa Department of Corrections (DOC) is
responsible for distributing the General Fund Appropriations to the STCs. The data used in
Figure 6 include funding for all the STCs listed in Table 1 other than Family Dependency
Treatment Courts.

Figure 6 displays a relatively stable funding between 2009 and 2014 (~$2,000,000), with a major
spike in 2015 (~$3,000,000) and a steady decrease since then. After 2009, during which the
Tobacco Fund Transfer funded 78% of Iowa Drug Courts, General Fund Appropriations are the
largest source of funds for Drug Courts (≥68%). Since 2012, the smallest proportion of Drug
Court funding has come from Federal Grants and Reimbursements from Other Agencies. The
proportion of funding from Other Local Funds has been increasing, possibly to compensate.

In terms of support from the Judicial Branch, little has been forthcoming until recent years. The
Deputy State Court Administrator acts as a point of contact for Iowa’s Adult Drug Courts for
external agencies and organizations (e.g., The National Association of Drug Court Professionals’
(NADCP) annual survey of Drug Courts) seeking information about Iowa Drug Courts.
However, he does not fully function as a Statewide STC Coordinator.

3

Fiscal data for this section was provided by Sally Kraemer, Deputy Director of Community Corrections, Iowa
Department of Corrections (October 19, 2018).
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Figure 6: Iowa Problem-Solving Court Funding Sources
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Figure 6: Iowa Specialty Treatment Court Funding Sources

In 2015, however, the Judicial Branch received a $200,000 award from the Bureau of Justice
Assistance (BJA) to develop and implement a performance management system for their Adult
Drug Courts. The Judicial Branch subcontracted with the National Center for State Courts
(NCSC) to provide support for the development of such a system. This project, ending in
December 2018, produced four principal deliverables:


A set of performance measures developed by an advisory group for the project, supported
by NCSC.
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A set of evidence-based performance targets for selected performance measures, again
developed by an advisory group for the project, supported by NCSC.



A User’s manual describing the performance measures and their associated targets in
detail, prepared by NCSC (Cheesman, Waters, Graves, and Genthon, 2018).



A training Webinar designed to provide Iowa Drug Court Professionals with experience
using their performance measures and associated targets to solve problems. Designed and
delivered by NCSC.

Staff from the Judicial Branch also engaged with other agencies to identify a suitable platform to
house the performance measures so that Adult Drug Court will have access to their data and be
able to use it to better manage their courts. Platforms examined included the probation case
management system, ICON, and Iowa Court Information System (ICIS).

This project was one of the first attempts by the Judicial Branch to provide support to Drug
Courts. In general, Drug Courts have been left to their own means to fund and provide training to
Drug Court Judges and staff, identify treatment providers, and otherwise enhance their programs.
This exists despite the prominent role accorded to Drug Courts in Iowa’s Drug Control Strategy
(Governor’s Office of Drug Control Policy, 2018).

Family Dependency Treatment Courts4
Family Dependency Treatment Courts are now, and have been since their inception, funded
entirely by federal grants (see Figure 7). Funding comes from three federal agencies: the

4

Fiscal data for this section was provided by Kathy Thompson, Director, Iowa Children’s Justice, Iowa Judicial
Branch (November 21, 2018).
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Children’s Bureau; Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA);
and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP).

Figure 7: Sources of Federal Funding for Family Dependency
Treatment Courts in Iowa (2007 - 2022)
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Figure 7: Sources of Federal Funding for Family Dependency Treatment Courts in Iowa

Table 3 provides information on the level of funding received from federal grants. The original
grant from the Children’s Bureau to establish the first six Family Dependency Treatment Courts
totaled $2,500,000 and covered 2007-2012, roughly $500,000 per year. Funding for the period
from 2012-2017, which saw the number of Family Dependency Treatment Courts (FDTCs)
increase from the original six to 12, totaled $5,296,694 or roughly $882,782 per year. Current
federal funding for these courts extends into 2022.
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Table 3: Levels of Federal Funding for Family Dependency Treatment Courts by Source of
Funding
Federal
Agency

Grant
Regional Partnership
Grant- Round 1
Regional Partnership
Grant- Round 1
(2-year Extension)

Grant
Period

Funding
Amount

2007 - 2012

$2,500,000

2012 - 2014

$1,000,000

Regional Partnership
Grant- Round 2

2012 - 2017

$2,500,000

Iowa Court
Collaborative

2013 - 2017

$970,000

SAMHSA FDTC
Funding Opportunity

2017 - 2022

$2,125,000

SSRP (State wide
System Reform Grant)

2014 - 2017

$826,694

SSRP (statewide
system reform) GrantPart 2

2017 - 2019

$1,510,000

Children’s
Bureau

SAMHSA

OJJDP
(DOJ)

Comments
Established the first 6 FTCs
Developed FTC Standards and
CQI process. Added children’s
services.
5-year grant in Wapello County.
Focused on implementing a
system of care approach to
families with substance abuse
issues who are involved in the
child welfare system. Recovery
support services were also
provided
Implemented parent-child services
and recovery support services for 6
FTCS.
Provides some startup funding for
a specialized clinic for substance
exposed children. Also provides
parent-child services and recovery
support services for the other 6
FTCS.
Part 1 of the SSRP grant which has
been focused on planning and
development of system reform for
families with substance use
disorders.
Iowa is one of 4 states who were
eligible to apply for funding.
Funding in this grant is for
implementation of the plan
developed in Part 1. (Bringing
FTCs to scale and infusing FTC
key elements in child welfare
cases)

Table 3: Levels of Federal Funding for Family Dependency Treatment Courts by Source of Funding
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In terms of support from the Judicial Branch, after initial federal funding from the Children’s
Bureau for FDTCs ended in 2012, the State Court Administrator at that time, requested and
received funding from the legislature to support local coordinators of FDTCs. The funding for
these positions remains a part of the State Court Administration budget. Each court has a .5 FTE
for the coordinator. During Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, the actual expenditure for this line item
amounted to $217,261.93, and the amount budgeted for FY 2019 is $268,652. In addition,
District Court Administration has provided office space for FDTC coordinators along with
making docket time available for judges so that they can preside over hearings for these courts,
acting to further institutionalize these courts. Assistance of this type is not available to other
types of STCs.

The Director of Iowa Children’s Justice is an employee of the Iowa Judicial Branch who acts as
State-wide Coordinator for the FDTCs, though her position is 100 % federally funded either
through Court Improvement Project (CIP) funds or through the discretionary grants we have
described. Having a dedicated statewide coordinator has proved very advantageous for the
FDTCs. Under her supervision, each FDTC has developed a participant handbook and a set of
statewide standards for FDTCs was developed and approved by the Iowa Supreme Court. FDTCs
enjoy an annual conference that features training and expert guest speakers. The high level of
support provided to FDTCs, largely funded by the federal government, contrasts with the level of
resources provided by the state of Iowa to support other types of STCs.
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Prior Research Conducted on Iowa Drug Courts
Among social interventions, Drug Courts rank as one of the most thoroughly researched and
evaluated (Marlowe, Fox, and Hardin, 2016). When putting this research into context, it is
important to distinguish between Drug Court efficacy and effectiveness (Marlowe, 2005).
Evaluation studies have consistently demonstrated the efficacy of Adult Drug Courts, meaning
that under certain circumstances, they can significantly reduce criminal recidivism. The finding
that Drug Courts can be efficacious under certain circumstances is a necessary finding for
determining the effectiveness of a particular Drug Court or set of Drug Courts, but it is not
sufficient. That is, the finding that Drug Courts can be effective does not guarantee that any Drug
Court will be effective at reducing the probability of recidivism of its participants. Some Drug
Courts, due to improper execution or an inappropriate participant group, are ineffective at
reducing recidivism and, further, can even exert harmful effects on participants, making
outcomes worse than alternatives (Marlowe, 2012).

Regarding Drug Court efficacy, Marlowe, Shannon, Ray, Turpin, Wheeler, Newell, and Lawson
(2018) recently provided a summary of findings:
Recent meta-analyses and multisite studies conducted by leading scientific organizations
have concluded that drug courts significantly reduce criminal recidivism—typically
measured by rearrest rates over at least two years—by an average of approximately 12%
to 32%, with the best drug courts reducing recidivism by 50% to 85% (Carey, Mackin, &
Finigan, 2012; Mitchell, Wilson, Eggers, & MacKenzie, 2012; Rossman et al., 2011; U.S.
Government Accountability Office [GAO], 2011). The Multisite Adult Drug Court
Evaluation (MADCE), a national study of 23 adult drug courts, also found that drug
courts significantly reduced illicit drug and alcohol use, improved participants’ family
relationships, reduced family conflicts, and increased participants’ access to needed
financial and social services (Green & Rempel, 2012; Rossman et al., 2011). (p. 110).
Drug Courts have also been generally shown to be cost-effective. The results of meta-analyses
and the MADCE concluded that adult Drug Courts produced an average return on investment of
15

approximately $2 to $4 for every $1 invested- a 200% to 400% return on investment (Marlowe,
Hardin, and Fox, 2016). Again, however, these results do not guarantee that any particular Drug
Court will be cost-effective.

Iowa’s Division of Criminal and Juvenile Justice (CJJP), in the Department of Human Rights,
has conducted several outcome and process evaluations of Iowa’s Adult and Juvenile Drug
Courts over the past decade. Since 2001, CJJP has conducted two studies of Adult Drug Courts
(Stageberg, Wilson, and Moore, 2001; Cook and Watson, 2009) and two studies of Juvenile
Drug Courts (Huff, Stageberg, Wilson, and Moore, 2001; Criminal and Juvenile Justice
Planning, 2006). These earlier studies found that Adult Drug Courts had positive impacts on
recidivism, particularly for felony offenders and female offenders.

Stageberg, Wilson, and Moore (2001) was an evaluation of the Polk County Adult Drug Court.
This study used two comparison groups: (1) offenders referred to Drug Court but who were not
admitted and (2) offenders who were included in the pilot group, used to determine the need for
Drug Court but who did not participate in Drug Court. Recidivism was measured by new
convictions that resulted from arrests occurring during the study period, with an average followup of 655 days (1.8 years). Drug Court graduates were shown to have lower recidivism rates
(33.3%) than Drug Court failures, (61.5%), the referred comparison group (54.6%), and the pilot
comparison group (74.8%). They also concluded that Drug Court “paid for itself” when dealing
with felons. While this study is better than many Drug Court evaluations, it did not utilize
matched comparison groups and did not use an intent-to-treat sample (i.e., all Drug Court
participants whether they were successful or not). These are both best practices in Drug Court
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evaluation (Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standard X). Using the pilot group as a comparison
group is reasonable but using those who were rejected from admission or who declined to
participate as a comparison group is questionable since they may differ from Drug Court
participants in motivation for treatment as well as possessing characteristics (e.g. prior violent
offenses) that may have disqualified them from Drug Court.

Huff, Stageberg, Wilson, and Moore (2001) evaluated the Polk County Juvenile Drug Court.
However, this was mostly a process evaluation with only preliminary findings of recidivism.
Cook and Watson (2009) conducted a statewide evaluation of six Adult and three Juvenile Drug
Courts in operation during calendar year 2003. Using a methodology like Huff et. al., Adult Drug
Court participants were compared with a group of offenders who were screened but declined to
participate or were rejected by Drug Court in 2003 (referred) and a sample of offenders starting
probation in 2003 (probationer). The adult participant and comparison groups were tracked from
their entry into Drug Court, or the study, through December 31, 2007, yielding an average
follow-up time of 2.9 years for participants. Juvenile Drug Court participants were compared
with a matched group of juvenile offenders (“matched”: matched manually on several
demographic and offense variables as opposed to being statistically matched using a technique
such as propensity-score matching) and juveniles referred to Drug Court who did not enter the
program (referred comparison group). The juvenile participant and comparison groups were
tracked from their entry into Drug Court, or the study, through approximately 16 quarters after
program discharge, with an end date of December 31, 2007.
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By the end of the tracking period for the Adult Drug Court evaluation, the probationer group had
the highest recidivism rate (76%), followed by unsuccessful participants (70%), referred (58%),
and successful participants (42%). The Juvenile Drug Court studies did not demonstrate
significant impacts on recidivism.

These studies were followed by a longitudinal study of recidivism conducted by CJJP (Adkins,
Blood, Cook, Watson, and Stageberg, 2011) that used the samples of participants and
comparison group members used in the four previous studies, tracking them for extended periods
of time (7.3 years for adults, measured from admission; 6.5 years, measured from 18th birthday
or date of waiver to Adult Criminal Court whichever occurred first, for Juvenile Drug Court).
The results of this study confirmed previous positive impacts of Drug Court participation for
adults but not necessarily juveniles. This evaluation suffered from the same key methodological
deficiencies as the previous studies, namely failure to use statistically matched comparison
groups and intent-to-treat samples of Drug Court participants. In addition, local variation among
Drug Court (i.e., site effects) were not controlled in this evaluation (see Cheesman et. al. (2016)
for an example of a Statewide Drug Court evaluation that controlled for these effects).

A process evaluation of Iowa Drug Courts was conducted by the Iowa Consortium for Substance
Abuse Research and Evaluation at the University of Iowa (White, Clayton, and Arndt, 2008).
This evaluation specifically examined compliance with the Ten Key Components of Adult Drug
Courts, finding general compliance, with some variation among Drug Courts. This study was
conducted before the Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards had been articulated. Since the
Standards provide elaboration to the Ten Key Components, enabling more precise assessments
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of compliance, one can only speculate as to whether their conclusions would have been different
with the benefit of the Standards.

In addition, Drug Courts were included in a cost-benefit analysis of Iowa adult offender
programs utilized by the DOC (Prell, 2013). The analysis was conducted with the help of
technical assistance from the PEW-MacArthur Results First Initiative, a project of the PEW
Charitable Trusts and the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. Results First is a
cost-benefit tool used to identify sound investment priorities among criminal justice programs. It
builds upon the extensive and long-standing work of the Washington State Institute for Public
Policy (WSIPP) on this subject. The Iowa Results First Initiative ranked adult offender programs
according to two measures (from Prell, 2013):


Benefits minus costs: For a program that reduces future crime, benefits include both
taxpayer benefits (the costs avoided for law enforcement, prosecution /courts and
corrections custody/supervision) and crime victim benefits (such as avoided medical and
mental health care expenses, property damage and losses and reduction in future earnings
incurred by crime victims). Costs are compared to the customary approach whether it is
incarceration, or supervision without the program; and



Benefit-to-cost ratio: the amount of dollars returned in benefits for every dollar spent on a
program.

Other factors of program costs and benefits (from Prell, 2013):


All cost data and benefit calculations are based on Iowa data;



All statistics, such as benefits minus costs, are calculated during a 10-year time period
and are expressed in 2011 dollars (i.e., life-cycle, present values);



Taxpayer benefits are the state and local resources avoided as a result of a program that
reduces future crime — to include arrest, prosecution/courts, jail and corrections
custody/supervision;
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Crime victim benefits are the monetized value of avoided victimizations as a result of the
program — for example, medical and mental health care expenses, property damage and
losses, and reduction in future earnings incurred by crime victims; and



Program costs are those above “business as usual.”

Figures 8 and 9 (from Prell, 2013) provide benefits minus costs and benefit return, respectively,
for high-risk probationers:

Figure 8. Community Programs for Higher-Risk Probationers: Benefits Minus Costs

Figure 8: Community Programs for Higher-Risk Probationers: Benefits Minus Costs
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Figure 9. Community Programs for Higher-Risk Probationers: Benefit Return

Figure 9: Community Programs for Higher-Risk Probationers: Benefit Return

Figure 8 shows that Mental Health Courts provided the largest values for benefits-minus-costs
followed closely by Intensive Probation Supervision using the Risk-Needs-Responsivity (RNR)
Model and then Drug Courts. The difference between Intensive Probation Supervision using the
RNR Model and Drug Courts using this metric was quite small, accounting for only one percent
of the value reported for Intensive Probation with RNR Model.

Figure 9 shows that Cognitive Behavior Programs provided the largest benefit return compared
to the next highest ranked alternative, Drug Courts, by a factor of more than two to one.
However, it is also worth noting that Drug Courts produced a benefit return that was more than
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twice as large as that produced by Intensive Probation with RNR Model, ranked fourth among
the alternatives examined in Figure 9.

Though using a sophisticated cost-benefit model, this study seems to have similar
methodological deficiencies as the other evaluations. Statistically-matched or randomized
comparison groups were not used, and the Drug Court sample was not an intent-to-treat sample.

Despite these evaluation efforts, little reliable evidence exits about the effectiveness of Iowa’s
Adult Drug Courts. In lieu of an experimental design with randomization, comparison group
members need to be statistically matched with Drug Court participants to minimize any
systematic differences between participants and comparison group members that might account
for differences in measures of effectiveness (e.g., recidivism). For example, after sampling, if
comparison group members were significantly older than Drug Court participants, comparison
group recidivism rates could be expected to be lower than Drug Court participants.
Consequently, an evaluation using such a biased comparison group sample could lead to an
incorrect conclusion that the comparison condition is more effective than Drug Court when in
fact it is the age difference that explains the results. None of the evaluations of Adult Drug
Courts utilized either an experimental design nor matching in any fashion, a source of concern.
In addition, failure to use intent-to-treat samples of Drug Court participants may over-state the
impact of Drug Court on recidivism and cost-efficiency.
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Relevant Findings from NCSC Needs Assessment for Specialty Treatment Courts
Given the age and limitations of past studies, the recent report Needs Assessment for Iowa
Specialty Courts (Broscious, Cern and Genthon, 2019) is especially relevant. It provides an
overview of specialty courts in Iowa, highlighting the most pressing challenges facing these
courts today. It is the first examination of Iowa’s specialty court processes since 2008 and the
first since the Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards were fully articulated in 2013 and 2015.
Among their recommendations, the following are especially pertinent to this report:


Iowa should establish the position of statewide Specialty Treatment Court Coordinator
within the Iowa Judicial Branch and a hire a qualified person to fill this position.



Iowa should articulate standards for Adult Drug Court, Hybrid Courts, OWI Court, MHC,
JDC, and Veterans treatment courts, consistent with nationally recognized standards for
these courts. Iowa Adult Drug Courts should become compliant with the Adult Drug
Court Best Practice Standards.



Iowa should work to build an informational infra-structure, including management
information systems, databases, and reporting capabilities to address basic informational
needs, provide tools for performance management, and enable evaluations to support
these courts.



Iowa should provide training on all state standards and data collection tools.

A well-qualified Statewide Specialty Treatment Court Coordinator would provide the crucial
leadership needed to manage the changes needed to bring STCs into compliance with standards,
assist STCs to obtain the resources they need to be successful, and coordinate training for STCs.
The Coordinator would also lead the development of standards for Specialty Treatment Courts.
Based on our experience in many STCs in many states, the difference between states with and
without such Coordinators is stark and those without are always lagging.
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Among Iowa Adult Drug Courts in particular, Broscious et. al. found a general lack of
compliance with the Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards. For example, and very
importantly, according to Adult Drug Court Standard I, Drug Courts should target highrisk/high-needs offenders with diagnoses of moderate to severe of substance use disorder.
Typically, such offenders have repeatedly failed to complete treatment for substance use
disorders. As noted in Standard I. Target Population (NADCP,2013):
Drug Courts that focus their efforts on these individuals—commonly referred to as highrisk/high-need offenders — reduce crime approximately twice as much as those serving
less serious offenders (Cissner et al., 2013; Fielding et al., 2002; Lowenkamp et al., 2005)
and return approximately 50% greater cost savings to their communities (Bhati et al.,
2008; Carey et al., 2008, 2012; Downey & Roman, 2010). P. 6.

As can be seen in Figure 10, not all Iowa Drug Courts are in compliance with foundational
Standard I. On average, 25% of the participants are low-risk/low-need, while 75% are highrisk/high-need.5 There is considerable variation among the Judicial Districts. The ratio of lowrisk/low-needs to high-risk/high-needs is as low as 3:97 (Judicial District 6), and as high as 50:50
(Judicial District 2).

5

Assessment data for this section was provided by Sally Kraemer, Deputy Director of Community Corrections,
Iowa Department of Corrections (October 18, 2018).
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Figure 10 : Proportions of Drug Court Participants with Low (0-3) v
High (4-5) Risk Levels
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Figure 10: Proportions of Drug Court Participants with Low v High Risk Levels

Participation in high-intensity interventions such as Drug Court can be harmful for low-risk
participants. Research has shown that Drug Courts that target low-risk low-needs participants
could do harm to such participants, who are better off in diversionary programs (Lowenkamp
and Latessa, 2004). Mixing together participants with different risk or needs levels in treatment
groups or residential treatment can expose low-risk or low-needs participants to antisocial peers
and interfere with their engagement in pro-social activities such as school or work (DeMatteo et.
al., 2006: Lowenkamp and Latessa, 2004; McCord, 2003; Petrosino et. al., 2000), making their
outcomes worse than they would have been in less intensive interventions. Marlowe et. al.
(2016) make this point:
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Persons with lower levels of risk or need can be managed as or more effectively in less
intensive and less costly programs, such as pretrial diversion, probation, or referral to
treatment (Barnes et al., 2010; Festinger et al., 2002; Marlowe et al., 2006a, 2014). They
can also be served effectively in drug courts that develop alternate tracks with services
matched suitably for persons with lower levels of risk or need (Carey et al., 2015;
Marlowe, 2012a).

Developing an informational infrastructure for Specialty Treatment Courts is also crucial (see
e.g., Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standard X). Such an infrastructure should be designed to
support Specialty Treatment Courts basic informational needs, to provide them with the
information they need to better manage their courts (i.e., practice performance management), and
is essential to provide the data needed for evaluations. The data elements required to
operationalize the Iowa Adult Drug Court Performance Measures (Cheesman et. al., 2018) define
a minimum data set that all Iowa Specialty Treatment Courts should be required to collect and
store. In general, Cheesman et. al. recommended that the ICON database, used by Probation, be
modified to collect these data elements. Beisner (2018) conducted a feasibility study for
collecting these data elements which would be a good point of departure for building the
required informational infrastructure.

Finally, ongoing training for Specialty Treatment Court Judges, treatment providers, and other
Specialty Treatment Court Staff is crucial to their success (see, e.g., Adult Drug Court Best
Practice Standards III (for judges) and VIII (for the Drug Court Team)). The landscapes of
evidence-based practices and treatment are rapidly changing, and Specialty Treatment Courts
need to keep up with developments to be effective. NADCP and SAMHSA offer many free
trainings to STC judges and staff and free technical assistance to Drug Courts is available from
the Adult Drug Court Technical Assistance Project (DCTAP) sponsored by the Bureau of Justice
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Assistance (BJA) and for Juvenile Drug Courts from National Council of Juvenile and Family
Court Judges’ Juvenile Drug Court Training and Technical Assistance Project.

The NCSC recommendations are crucial to bringing Specialty Treatment Courts in line with
national standards and in the case of Adult Drug Courts in particular, in line with the Adult Drug
Court Best Practice Standards. Once these courts become compliant with national standards, they
become reasonable candidates for comprehensive evaluations.

Alternatives to Drug Court: Intensive Probation Using the Risk-Needs-Responsivity (RNR)
Model
This dearth of valid and reliable information about Drug Court effectiveness and cost-efficiency
in Iowa has opened the door for questioning whether Drug Courts are the best option to deal with
the population that they should be targeting, offenders diagnosed with a substance use disorder
and high-risk/high-needs. The Iowa Department of Corrections (DOC) recently argued that
Intensive Probation Supervision using the Risk-Needs-Responsivity (RNR) model (henceforth
referred to as Intensive Probation) provides a more cost-efficient alternative to Adult Drug
Courts, but, quite clearly there is insufficient evidence to support this argument at the current
time.
The DOC acknowledges that Drug Courts reduce recidivism and that they provide a good return
on investment. An argument is then made that Intensive Probation provides a more cost-efficient
alternative to Adult Drug Courts around these three points:
1. Drug Courts are expensive to operate.
2. Drug Courts are not for all offenders.
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3. Other effective programs are less expensive than Drug Courts.
In the following, we examine each of these arguments.
Almost every cost/benefit evaluation of Drug Courts has shown them to be more expensive than
the alternative, usually probation. When the alternative is prison, Drug Courts are the cheaper
alternative. Thus, the first point is almost indisputable. However, the cost that is cited for Drug
Court, $7,402, is relatively cheap in comparison to other states. For example, using the dominant
model for assessing the costs and benefits of Drug Court, the Transactional and Institutional Cost
Analysis (TICA) approach (Crumpton, Carey, & Finigan, 2004), Cheesman et. al. estimated the
cost of Drug Court in Virginia to be around $18,000 per participant. Even give these higher
costs, their analysis showed that the difference between cost and benefits per participant (using
matched comparison groups and intent-to-treat samples) was $19,234. In the case of Iowa, the
Results First Model demonstrated a difference between benefits and costs for Drug Courts of
$4,450, more modest than the results for Virginia, but in the right direction.

Further, using cost alone as the metric for assessing the cost-efficiency of alternative programs,
such as Drug Courts and Intensive Probation, can be misleading and misses the point. Only when
costs and effectiveness are considered in conjunction can the value of public programs be
properly assessed (see, e.g., Levin and McEwan, 2001). As noted earlier, the difference between
benefits and costs for Intensive Probation and Drug Courts, marginally favoring Intensive
Probation, was quite small, accounting for only one percent of the value reported for Intensive
Probation (see Figure 8). However, using another metric, Drug Courts produced a benefit return
that was more than twice as large as that produced by Intensive Probation with RNR Model,
ranked fourth among the alternatives examined in Figure 9.
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All the evidence suggests that Drug Courts are at least as cost-efficient as Intensive Probation
and by some metrics, more so. It is also important to realize that bulk of the benefits for both
interventions take the form of reduced victimizations and participant recidivism. These are of
course, public safety considerations and evidence points to the fact the Drug Courts are at least
as effective, if not more so, than Intensive Probation, in guaranteeing public safety. Failure to
invest in Drug Courts now might yield short-term cost savings, but these would come at the cost
of long-term benefits, particularly with regards to public safety.

Regarding the second argument, DOC correctly points out that both females and non-whites
appear to be less likely to successfully complete Drug Court, than white males. If this is the case,
Iowa Drug Courts are not in compliance with Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standard II, Equity
and Inclusion and this is a problem that requires remediation. The good news is that NADCP, in
partnership with NCSC and others, has newly developed a suite of tools to assist Drug Courts to
address these problems. These tools enable Drug Courts to examine their referral, admission, and
successful completion rates by race, gender, sexual identity, age, and ethnicity to diagnose the
points in processing where inequities emerge and provides these courts with tools and strategies
to make corrections. It is strongly recommended that Drug Courts in Iowa avail themselves of
these resources to alleviate the apparent inequities in Drug Court processing.

Finally, the argument is made that “other effective programs are less expensive than Drug
Courts.” Statistics showing that Intensive Probation reduces recidivism more than Drug Court,
30.3% vs. 25%, respectively, are cited. However, this comparison was done without using
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matched samples, so one might be comparing apples to oranges, making it problematic to reach
any valid conclusions based on this data alone.

Again, the argument that Drug Court is more expensive than Intensive Probation, is not in
dispute. However, we again make the argument that cost alone is an insufficient metric for
assessing the value of a public program and that monetized benefits must also enter into the
equation. When this is done, Drug Courts are at least as cost-efficient if not more so than
Intensive Probation and appear to be at least as effective in guaranteeing public safety.

In all fairness, the hypothesis that Intensive Probation Supervision using the Risk-NeedsResponsivity (RNR) model reduces recidivism more than Adult Drug Court and is more costefficient is a reasonable proposition and could be evaluated with an appropriate design and
statistical power. The most effective method to test this hypothesis would involve random
assignment of offenders eligible for admission to Drug Court to either Intensive Probation or
Drug Court. These offenders would receive the standard treatment for both conditions and would
then be tracked for three to five years after exiting their respective programs to measure
recidivism. In lieu of random assignment, a statistical matching process such as propensity score
matching should be used to carefully match the Intensive Probation and Drug Court samples,
ensuring that apples are being compared to apples and not oranges. While not as effective as
random assignment, statistical matching is a powerful alternative.
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Such a comparison, if done properly, would be of national interest, particularly if it involves
random assignment. To provide a fair comparison, however, only Drug Courts that are compliant
with the Drug Court Model should be included.

In reality, there is likely value in both programs (i.e., Drug Court and Intensive Probation) when
they are targeted at the appropriate populations of offenders. Hawken’s Behavioral Triage model
(Hawken, 2010) provides an example of how these two programs could relate to one another.
Behavior triage is critical to the Hawaii Opportunity Probation with Enforcement (HOPE)
program (Alm (2012, 2013) and its many replications. Behavior Triage incorporates the
assumption that substance dependent offenders will self-identify by repeatedly failing regular
drug tests in the face of swift and certain jail sanctions, whereupon they can be placed in more
intensive substance abuse treatment programs, negating the need for up-front assessment and
generating considerable cost and resource savings. In the HOPE model, participants that selfidentify as being in need of substance use treatment are sent to Drug Court. In this manner, the
two programs are complementary.

Recommendations for Improving Iowa Drug Courts and Suggestions for Further Research
We conclude by making the following recommendations:
1. Iowa should establish the position of statewide Specialty Treatment Court Coordinator
within the Iowa Judicial Branch and a hire a qualified person to fill this position. Support
for this recommendation can be found by contrasting the trajectories of Family
Dependency Treatment Courts with Adult Drug Courts. Family Dependency Drug Courts
have a statewide coordinator in Kathy Thompson, who has successfully and consistently
obtained federal funding for these courts as well as garnering political and financial
support for them at the state-level. Under her guidance, standards that have received
endorsement from the Supreme Court have been established for these courts. Staff and
judges for these courts attend annual conferences where expert speakers present and
training opportunities are made available. In contrast, until recently, state support for
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Adult Drug Courts has been primarily financial, an important contribution not to be
minimized, but ending there. A well-qualified Statewide Specialty Treatment Court
Coordinator would provide the crucial leadership needed to manage the changes needed
to bring STCs into compliance with standards, assist STCs to obtain the resources they
need to be successful, and coordinate training for STCs. The Coordinator would also lead
the development of standards for Specialty Treatment Courts.
2. Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa should seek to become compliant with nationally and
professionally-recognized standards. Outcomes for Specialty Treatment Courts are likely
to be diminished without such compliance. In the case of Adult Drug Courts, compliance
with the Adult Drug Court Best Practices Standards is essential to improving outcomes.
In particular, the issue of targeting needs attention as it is possible that low-risk offenders
placed in Drug Court could be being harmed.
3. Iowa Specialty Treatment Courts should prepare for eventual evaluations. Despite recent
efforts by the State Court Administrators Office (SCA) to improve the quality of data that
Adult Drug Courts retain (see Cheesman, Waters, Graves, and Genthon, 2018), collecting
the Drug Court data needed to support an evaluation would be a daunting task and the
situation appears to be similar for other types of Specialty Treatment Courts. The lack of
a statewide database dedicated to Specialty Treatment Courts greatly complicates the
prospects for evaluation as the evaluators would be dependent on local Specialty
Treatment Court data which our experience in Iowa has shown will be variable in in
format and quality if it exists at all. Matching would require additional time and effort as
would the data analyses. Program evaluation and cost-efficiency analysis are timeconsuming. Cost-efficiency analysis is particularly time-consuming, tedious, and fiscaldata-intensive. Consequently, it is not possible to conduct the type of comprehensive
evaluation that the legislature envisions within the time frame they specify.
However, steps should be taken now to prepare for eventual evaluations. Such
evaluations are premised on the necessary condition that Specialty Treatment Courts will
become compliant with their respective standards or guidelines. Developing an
informational infrastructure for Specialty Treatment Courts is a critical step in this
process (see e.g., Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standard X). Such an infrastructure
should be designed to support Specialty Treatment Courts basic informational needs to
provide them with the information they need to better manage their courts (i.e., practice
performance management), and is essential to provide the data needed for evaluations. As
noted earlier in this paper, the data elements required to support the Iowa Adult Drug
Court Performance Measures define a minimum data set that should be required for all
Specialty Treatment Courts to collect.
4. An experimental design using randomization to either Adult Drug Court or an appropriate
counterfactual condition such as Intensive Probation Supervision using the Risk-NeedsResponsivity (RNR) model would provide the best means to provide a valid assessment of
Adult Drug Court effectiveness and cost-efficiency in relation to the counterfactual. In
lieu of an experimental design, Drug Court participants must be statistically matched to
counterfactual comparison group members.
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5. Specialty Treatment Court Judges and staff need to engage in an ongoing program of
training and professional development. As related earlier, there are many free resources
available to Specialty Treatment Courts, especially Drug Courts, for training and
Technical Assistance. Development of an Iowa Drug Court Professionals organization is
to be encouraged. At convening of such groups in other states, many training and
professional development opportunities are typically made available to participants.
6. Iowa Drug courts, Adult and Juvenile, should seek federal funding for implementation
and enhancement. A statewide grant should be sought, and individual Drug Court should
also be encouraged and assisted to obtain such funding. Resources are available to fund
such effort from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) and the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA). It will also be strongly
recommended that the SCA seek additional funding for the enhancement of Iowa’s Drug
Courts. For example, BJA provides funding at the state level that would support
evaluation and training as well as enhancements to local courts. Iowa has never sought a
Category 3b grant, which will improve the odds of funding along with the expected
successful completion of the current Category 3a grant. NCSC has been very successful
partnering with states to obtain BJA funding for their Specialty Treatment Courts. The
NCSC Needs Assessment could be used to identify priority objectives for enhancements
although funding priorities need to be agreed upon by Specialty Treatment Court
stakeholders in Iowa. It is recommended that among enhancements, consideration should
be given to funding a dedicated Statewide Specialty Treatment Court Administrator
and/or a dedicated Specialty Treatment Court database.
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Appendix: Drug Court Funding by Judicial District
Judicial Distict 1 Drug Court Funding
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Other Local Funds
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Judicial District 3 Drug Court Funding
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the needs of specialty treatment courts in Iowa.
The intention of this project is not to provide a comprehensive assessment of each program’s
functioning or performance, but rather to consider the most pressing issues and concerns facing the
specialty treatment court programs in operation in Iowa.
Research has shown specialty treatment courts that align with evidence-based practices including
serving the right offender population reduce crime approximately twice as much as those serving less
serious offenders and return approximately 50% greater cost savings to their communities (Carey,
Mackin, and Finegan, 2012; Cissner et. al 2013; Fielding et al 2002; Lowenkamp et al., 2005). Specialty
treatment courts additionally provide other services that can reduce drug and alcohol use, provide for
increased social functioning, strengthen family relationships, and connect participants to necessary
services (Green, Furrer, Worcel, Burrus, and Finegan, 2007; Green and Rempel, 2012; Marlowe,
Shannon, Ray, Turpin, Wheeler, Newell, and Lawson, 2018). The contents of this report are focused on
providing the Iowa Office of State Court Administration with recommendations to aid in supporting local
programs to better align with evidence-based practices, implement consistent practices across judicial
districts, and provide for the long-term sustainability of Iowa’s specialty treatment court programs.
The report begins with an overview of specialty treatment courts in Iowa which details the landscape of
Iowa specialty treatment court programs. This is followed by:
•

A brief history of the project that highlights the goals of the Iowa Office of State Court
Administration;

•

the project approach and goals which detail the methodology used to derive recommendations
for the Office of State Court Administration;

•

a brief discussion of what is working and what needs attention based primarily on survey
information and site visits to programs;

•

an overview of the recommendations by priority level which are divided into short-term (0-2
years), mid-term (3-5 years) and long-term (6+ years) recommendations to provide the State
Court Adminstration with a plan to advance Iowa's specialty treatment courts; and

•

a full discussion of each recommendation supported by research, surveys, and site visits.

Specialty Treatment Courts in Iowa
Specialty treatment courts vary in focus but can generally be defined as “specialized court docket
programs that target criminal defendants and offenders, juvenile offenders and parents with pending
child welfare cases who have alcohol and other drug dependency problems (U.S. Department of Justice,
2018)” or mental health disorders. These courts utilize a multidisciplinary team often including a
program coordinator, a judge, state's attorney, defense attorney, community corrections officer, social
worker, law enforcement representative, and treatment professional(s) to address underlying substance
abuse and mental health problems that lead to a variety of criminal offenses or, in the case of family
dependency treatment courts, child welfare cases. The following table provides brief information about
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the population served by each model and the goal of the specialty treatment court model. More
detailed information can be found in the National Drug Court Institute’s Painting the Current Picture
report (Marlowe, D., Hardin, C., & Fox C.; 2016).
Table 1. Types of Specialty Treatment Courts with population served and goal
Specialty treatment court Type
Population Served and Goal
Adult Criminal Drug Court
Adult criminal defendants and offenders charged with drugrelated offenses who are substance dependent. The goals of
adult criminal drug courts are to reduce relapse and criminal
recidivism.
Adult Hybrid OWI/Drug Court
Adult criminal defendants and offenders charged with drugrelated offenses, including OWI offenses, who are substance
dependent. The goals are to reduce relapse and criminal
recidivism.
Domestic Violence Court
Adult criminal defendants and victims in domestic violence
cases influenced by substance use or mental health disorders
are targeted, and the court works to ensure victim safety,
increase offender accountability, and deter future violence.
Family Dependency Treatment Court Families with open Children in Need of Assistance (CINA)
cases in which the parent(s) are substance dependent are
provided support and resources to aid in family reunification
and stabilization.
Juvenile Criminal Drug Court
Juvenile criminal defendants and offenders who are
substance dependent. Offenders and their families are
provided access to rehabilitative services to strengthen family
functioning, reduce relapse, and reduce criminal recidivism.
Mental Health/Co-Occurring
Adult criminal defendants and offenders who suffer from a
Disorders Court
serious and persistent mental health disorder and/or a
mental health and substance abuse disorder are provided
services to stabilize, reduce relapse, and reduce recidivism.
OWI Court
Adult OWI defendants and offenders charged with repeated
instances of operating under the influence of drugs or alcohol
who are substance dependent to reduce relapse and criminal
recidivism.
Veterans Treatment Court
Adult criminal defendants and offenders who are veterans,
are substance dependent, and/or have a mental health
diagnosis. The Veterans Treatment Court provides
rehabilitative services to reduce relapse and criminal
recidivism.
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Iowa has eight types of specialty treatment courts with 39 programs in 19 1 counties as of August 2018.
The types of specialty treatment courts operating in Iowa can be seen in Table 2.
Programs typically serve offenders within their specific
counties, although some programs serve offenders
from multiple counties but within a judicial district.
Eight of the 19 counties are operating one type of
specialty treatment court, while 11 counties operate
two or more. The types of courts by county are
displayed in Table 3.

Table 2. Iowa Specialty Treatment Courts

Court Type
Count
Family Dependency Treatment Court
12
Adult Criminal Drug Court
10
Juvenile Drug Court
8
MH/Co-Occurring Disorders Court
4
Adult Hybrid/OWI Drug Court
2
OWI
Court
1
The oldest specialty treatment court in operation in
Domestic Violence Court
1
Iowa is Polk County’s Adult Criminal Drug Court which
Veterans Treatment Court
was implemented in 1995. Following Polk County’s
1
Adult Criminal Drug Court are a juvenile drug court in Polk County, an adult criminal drug court in
Woodbury County, and a juvenile drug court in Woodbury County in 1999. Pottawattamie and Scott
Counties implemented adult criminal drug courts in 2000 and 2002, respectively. Polk County began the
first family treatment court in 2002. The remaining programs were implemented after 2007, with
increasing diversity in terms of
Table 3. Types of Specialty Treatment Court, by county
program type through 2016.
County (# of programs)
Type of Court*
Woodbury (5)
FTC, JDC, MHC, AH/OWI, VTC
In the face of budget constraints in
Polk County (4)
FTC, ADC, JDC
2016, the judicial branch faced hiring
Black Hawk County (3)
FTC, ADC, DVC
and wage freezes which halted the
Cerro Gordo County (3)
FTC, ADC, JDC
expansion of specialty treatment
Scott County (3)
FTC, ADC, MHC
courts. An official moratorium was
Wapello County (3)
FTC, ADC, MHC
imposed on the expansion of specialty
Linn County (2)
FTC, ADC
treatment courts in early 2017.
Plymouth County (2)
JDC, AH/OWI
Pottawattamie County (2)
Warren County (2)
Webster County (2)
Buena Vista County (1)
Cass/Audubon (1)
Clay County (1)
Des Moines County (1)
Dubuque County (1)
Johnson County (1)
Lee County (1)
Marshall County (1)

ADC, MHC
FTC, AH/DWI
FTC, ADC
FTC
FTC
JDC
JDC
ADC
FTC
ADC
JDC

*ADC: Adult Criminal Drug Court; DVC: Domestic Violence Court;
FTC: Family Dependency Treatment Court; JDC: Juvenile Drug Court;
MHC: Mental Health Court; AH/OWI: Adult Hybrid/OWI Drug Court;
VTC: Veterans Treatment Court

Specialty treatment courts developed
primarily as the result of grassroots
efforts to solve problems facing local
communities in Iowa. The one
exception to the grassroots efforts was
the implementation of family
dependency treatment courts. These
programs were created with grant
funding and centralized coordination
in the judicial branch. In recent years,
family dependency treatment courts in
Iowa have adopted state standards
governing the policy, procedures, and
practices of family dependency

The Cass/Audubon Family Dependency Treatment Court is primarily operating in Cass County but serves both counties. As a result, we have
counted this as one county.

1
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treatment courts. Efforts have also been undertaken to measure performance of adult criminal drug
courts and adult hybrid/OWI drug court programs and to set performance benchmarks. The adult
criminal drug courts and adult hybrid/OWI drug court programs developed performance measures and
underwent training on the implemention of the measures in a project which began in 2016. 2 The judicial
branch has demonstrated commitment to making practices more consistent between local programs in
Iowa. This project is the next step in examining the resources that local programs require to achieve
their program goals and in supporting local specialty treatment court programs through coordination.

Brief History of the Project
This needs assessment builds on the Adult Criminal Drug Court/Adult Hybrid/OWI Drug Court
Performance Measurement project. During the course of the performance measurement project, it was
observed that specialty treatment courts in Iowa operate with varying practices and with vastly different
resources. In November 2017, the Iowa Office of State Court Administration asked the NCSC for a
proposal to examine and document the condition of Iowa’s specialty treatment courts. The Iowa Office
of State Court Administration asked the National Center for State Courts (NCSC) to assess the degree
that specialty treatment courts are meeting accepted best practices in regard to organization, structure,
resources, and practices of the courts.
The Iowa Office of State Court Administration identified that funding sources and state level
infrastructure to support specialty treatment courts varies by specialty treatment court model. Iowa’s
family dependency treatment courts already benefit from state coordination, training, and funding.
Some adult criminal drug courts benefit from institutionalized state level funding from the Department
of Corrections. However, this funding is not available nor consistent across all adult criminal drug courts.
The Iowa Office of State Court Administration sought recommendations for the most efficient and
effective solutions to ensure Iowa’s specialty treatment courts, as a whole, have consistent supporting
infrastructure and are adhering to current best practice standards in their institutions. Specifically, the
Iowa Judicial Branch identified several areas of potential concern where recommendations from NCSC
may be appropriate. The list provided by the Iowa Office of State Court Administration is as follows:
•

Lack of consistency and unified operating procedures/practices among most specialty treatment
courts in the state;

•

lack of data collection procedures to demonstrate the success or failure of most specialty
treatment court methods;

•

no state-level guidance or support provided to most courts that currently exist; and

•

most existing specialty treatment courts survive with no institutional state level funding. Limited
grant funds are available to some courts; however, many are operating on very limited budgets.

For a full listing of the measures developed please see, Cheesman, Fred L., Nicole L. Waters, Scott E. Graves, and Kathryn J. Genthon. (2018).
Performance Measures for Iowa Adult Criminal Drug/Hybrid Courts: Final Report, The National Center for State Courts.

2
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PROJECT APPROACH AND GOALS
Project Goal 1: Assess the practices of Iowa specialty treatment courts.
To assess practices of the specialty treatment courts in Iowa, the NCSC team utilized a mixed
methodological approach. First, the team conducted an online survey from July 26, 2018 to August 26,
2018 regarding the practices of program coordinators for Iowa’s adult criminal drug courts, family
dependency treatment courts, juvenile drug courts, adult hybrid/OWI drug courts, and mental health
courts. Specialty treatment court models with fewer than four operating programs statewide were not
surveyed to maintain confidentiality of results.
Second, site visits were conducted August 27-31, 2018. The following ten specialty treatment courts
were selected to increase variation based on program type, geographic location, and size: Cass/Audubon
Family Dependency Treatment Court, Lee County Adult Criminal Drug Court, Plymouth Juvenile Drug
Court, Pottawattamie Adult Criminal Drug Court, Pottawattamie Mental Health Court, Wapello Adult
Criminal Drug Court, Wapello Family Treatment Court, Webster Family Dependency Treatment Court,
Woodbury Adult Criminal Drug Court, Woodbury Juvenile Drug Court.
On site, the NCSC team conducted interviews and focus groups of staff members and, whenever
possible, observed staffing and court hearings. The team utilized interview scripts and structured
observation forms to ensure comparability in the evidence collected between sites. The data collected
was analyzed to identify common themes and was supported by the quantitative evidence provided by
the survey data.

Project Goal 2: Examine specialty treatment court adherence to evidence-based practices
and identify strategies for increasing adherence to evidence-based practices.
The NCSC team utilized the results from process surveys, interviews, and observation (as described
above) to examine general adherence to evidence-based practices. Specialty treatment courts were also
generally examined for adherence to widely accepted standards or guidelines based on specialty court
models including Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards Volumes I and II 3 from the National
Association of Drug Court Professionals, The Ten Guiding Principles of DWI Courts 4 from the National
Center for DWI Courts, Improving Responses to People with Mental Illnesses: The Essential Elements of a
Mental Health Court 5 from the Council of State Governments Justice Center, and Juvenile Drug
Treatment Court Guidelines 6 from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

3 Vol 1: http://www.nadcp.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Adult-Drug-Court-Best-Practice-Standards-Volume-I-Text-Revision-December2018.pdf; Vol II: http://www.nadcp.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Adult-Drug-Court-Best-Practice-Standards-Volume-2-Text-RevisionDecember-2018.pdf
4 https://www.dwicourts.org/wp-content/uploads/Guiding_Principles_of_DWI_Court_0.pdf
5 https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/mhc-essential-elements.pdf
6 https://www.ojjdp.gov/Juvenile-Drug-Treatment-Court-Guidelines.html
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Project Goal 3: Examine how specialty treatment courts in Iowa are funded and consider
strategies for sustainability.
The NCSC team assessed specialty treatment court funding with surveys of program coordinators and
information from the Iowa Office of State Court Administration and the Department of Corrections.
There are concerns at the state level about program stability for lowa specialty treatment courts, yet
there are no active efforts to pursue grant opportunities or other more stable state funding. At the same
time, funding and long-term sustainability did not seem to be a concern for local coordinators.

Project Goal 4: Identify the current data collection procedures of specialty treatment court
programs and identify strategies for enhancing data collection.
The NCSC team conducted an online survey of specialty treatment court programs October 15-31, 2018
to identify the data elements that programs are currently tracking and how they are being tracked.
Surveys were distributed to program coordinators in Iowa’s adult criminal drug courts, family
dependency treatment courts, adult hybrid/OWI drug court, juvenile drug courts, and mental health
courts. Eighteen specialty treatment court programs completed the survey. The results of the survey,
questions asked during site visits, and reviews of reports published by the Iowa Division of Criminal and
Juvenile Justice Planning (CJJP) were utilized to assess data collection of local programs (Beisner, 2018).

IOWA SPECIALTY TREATMENT COURTS - WHAT IS WORKING
Committed Judicial Leadership
Based on our site visits, in the programs with dedicated judges, the judges have been there long-term
and are willing to commit time to program operations. The judges expressed interest in the participants,
the success of the program, and in staying abreast of the latest research and trends regarding the
effectiveness of specialty treatment courts. Several of these judges expressed concern for the
sustainability of their programs once they retire.

Committed Program Staff
Committed practitioners are essential for successful programs. Through the site visits, the NCSC team
noted the strong dedication of practitioners in Iowa. Practitioners in each program visited were
dedicated to serving the participants and their communities.

Community Support
During the site visits, the NCSC team observed strong community support for specialty treatment court
programs. In many other states, communities either lack support or show marginal support for specialty
treatment court programs. In Iowa, communities are actively engaged and committed to the success of
these programs. The programs have done a substantial amount of work in their communities to build
strong rapport. This is essential to the sustainability of these programs over time.
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Legislative Support for Adult Criminal Drug Courts
The Iowa Legislature has supported several adult criminal drug courts through dedicated funding
streams to Community Corrections. Some programs requested and received state funding as they
transitioned from federal grants, although the level of appropriated funds varied by program. While not
all specialty treatment courts receive funding from the legislature, it is important to recognize the
legislature and Department of Correction’s commitment to continuing to fund these programs.

Family Dependency Treatment Courts Coordinated Model
The first family dependency treatment court in Iowa was implemented by Polk County in 2002. Family
dependency treatment courts enjoy more coordination than other specialty treatment court programs.
This is partially due to the method of development of these programs in the state. Unlike other specialty
treatment court programs, family dependency treatment courts started under a centrally coordinated
federal grant. The courts were implemented with assistance from the National Center on Substance
Abuse and Child Welfare and Iowa Children’s Justice. Because these programs started with central
coordination, the practices, policies, and funding are uniform throughout the twelve programs in the
state. Family dependency treatment courts also have developed state standards governing the programs
within the state.
Family dependency treatment court coordinators and liaisons have monthly in-person meetings and
phone conferences to discuss program management, resources, and obstacles facing family dependency
treatment courts. The programs also have an annual meeting to discuss business practices with a
keynote speaker that discusses evidence-based practices.

IOWA SPECIALTY TREATMENT COURTS - WHAT NEEDS ATTENTION
Judicial Branch Leadership
The judicial branch should strengthen the coordination of specialty treatment courts in the state. Other
than family dependency treatment courts, specialty treatment courts in Iowa have little connection to
one another and to state court administration. As a result, practices vary widely throughout the state.
Increased coordination can help programs to problem-solve, develop unified business practices, collect
data to manage program performance and support evaluation, and better serve participants and the
community.

Evidence-based Practices
The judicial branch should encourage and support adherence to evidence-based practices in Iowa's
specialty treatment court programs. Programs throughout the state demonstrated a lack of alignment
with evidence-based practices. Many programs had no training in specialty treatment court models,
lacked adequate resources to align with evidence-based practices, and were unaware of the practices of
program partners. Judicial branch leadership and coordination can help increase adherence to evidencebased practices. Many recommendations within this report prioritize enhancing the use of evidencebased practices.
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Sustainability
Concerns about funding and sustainability of programs were discussed in conversations with the Iowa
Office of State Court Administration, the Department of Corrections, and local program practitioners.
Currently, funding for specialty treatment courts varies between the type of court and the program. The
creation of a funding model would help to provide programs with predictable and consistent long-term
funding.
Additionally, there is no current system of program self-assessment, performance management or
training across all specialty treatment court models. The adult criminal drug courts recently undertook
the articulation of both performance measures and benchmarks, but full implementation will require
additional resources. Family dependency treatment courts, due to their dedicated funding stream, have
experienced reliable funding, adopted standards, institutionalized limited data collection and a process
of continuous quality improvement, and host an annual meeting for local courts to address performance
and training needs. Family dependency treatment courts have adopted standards, though they lack a
robust data infrastructure to support program assessment based on those standards.
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Overview of NCSC Recommendations
The following is an overview of NCSC's short-, mid-, and long-term recommendations for Iowa’s specialty
treatment courts. Each recommendation is followed by key action steps that NCSC advises undertaking
to implement the recommendation. NCSC recognizes many of the recommendations to strengthen
Iowa’s specialty treatment courts build upon one another and are related. This overview is intended to
serve as a road map to guide the Iowa Office of Court Administration through the process of moving
specialty treatment courts into alignment with evidence-based practices, best practice standards,
centralized coordination, and long-term sustainability.

Short-Term Recommendations (0-2 years)
Recommendation 1: Ensure legal and judicial expertise in every program. A judge, county
attorney, and defense attorney should be actively involved in every program.
•

Work with district court administration to ensure each court has a judge available to participate
in staffing and preside over court hearings.

•

Consistently apply the weighted workload formula across judicial districts to provide judicial
assignment credit for presiding over a specialty treatment court.

•

Assist programs in collaborating with the county attorney’s office and defense counsel to ensure
participation in policymaking, staffings, and court hearings.

•

Review goals and objectives of specialty treatment courts using the citizen panel model.

•

Review the multidisciplinary team standard with local courts to ensure participation on the
specialty treatment court team by all necessary justice system partners.

Recommendation 2: Create a position for a statewide specialty treatment court coordinator
within state court administration.
•

Create a permanent position in the judicial branch for a statewide specialty treatment court
coordinator.

•

Seek start-up funding from the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) Drug Court Implementation
Grant to support the position until permanent funding can be secured.

Recommendation 3: Strengthen judicial branch coordination of specialty treatment court
programs (Refer to Appendix B for greater detail).
•

Create a committee system to ensure that local programs have a voice in matters concerning
specialty treatment courts.

•

Seek BJA Drug Court funding and support the development of state level policies and
procedures to guide program operations through the state specialty treatment court
coordinator.
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Recommendation 4: Foster collaboration among state agencies (Refer to Appendix B for greater
detail).
•

Create a standing Supreme Court committee on specialty treatment courts that meets regularly
and includes state agencies involved in specialty treatment courts.

•

Designate the statewide specialty treatment court coordinator to serve as the liaison between
the judicial branch and executive branch agencies on specialty treatment court matters.

•

Develop new or review existing Memoranda of Understanding among state agencies defining
roles, responsibilities, and setting expectations across all specialty treatment court models.

Recommendation 5. Encourage specialty treatment courts to implement policies that target the
right offenders using validated risk, needs, and clinical assessments.
•

Work with local specialty treatment courts to develop defined target populations and eligibility
criteria targeting high-risk and high-need offenders.

•

Work with local specialty treatment courts and the Department of Corrections to develop
processes to utilize risk and needs assessment tools to determine offender eligibility.

•

Work with local specialty treatment courts and local treatment providers to define the clinical
assessment process to ensure participants are receiving substance abuse treatment based on
clinical needs.

Recommendation 6: Consider strategies to increase access to specialty treatment courts in rural
communities.
•

Coordinate efforts with the Judicial Branch’s Rural Courts Initiative to assess unmet needs of
specialty treatment courts serving rural communities and prioritize service expansion.

•

Consider the creation of multi-county, judicial districtwide specialty treatment courts that take
advantage of technology and other innovative practices to decrease barriers to participant
success.

Mid-term Recommendations (3-5 years)
Recommendation 7. Develop state standards for adult criminal drug courts, OWI and hybrid
courts, juvenile, veterans, and mental health courts.
•

The judicial council committee on specialty treatment courts should convene a multidisciplinary
workgroup responsible for the design and promulgation of statewide standards.

•

Seek BJA Drug Court funding to support the design and implementation of statewide standards.
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Recommendation 8. Establish or review MOUs between justice partners and community
agencies to identify roles and responsibilities; expectations around information sharing; and
establish processes to review agreements annually.
•

Each local specialty treatment court should develop a MOU to set expectations around data
sharing, procedures for reobtaining consent, and re-disclosure of information according to
federal and state confidentiality laws.

•

In the MOU, each local specialty treatment court should define roles and responsibilities of
individual team members and team member agencies to reflect local practice and align with
statewide standards.

Recommendation 9. Support the creation of a state drug court professionals association.
•

Identify leaders from across the state to mobilize and come together to advocate for specialty
treatment courts.

Recommendation 10. Identify and implement a statewide data collection system to support
statewide specialty treatment court operations and the collection of data for performance
measures and conduct process and outcome evaluations.
•

Assess specialty treatment court data and case management needs across all specialty
treatment court models.

•

Identify an appropriate electronic case management system to manage cases and promote
program management.

•

Provide training on the case management system for specialty treatment court coordinators and
team members.

•

Consider seeking a separate and subsequent BJA Drug Court grant to support the data
assessment and case management system implementation including the cost to purchase a
system.

•

Create processes to routinely examine programmatic data and implement quality assurance
protocols.

•

Create a process to conduct process and outcome evaluations with regularity to assess program
compliance with evidence-based practices and measure effectiveness.

Recommendation 11. Ensure all specialty treatment courts have a multidisciplinary team that
holds court staffings and hearings frequently and consistently. Ensure attendance at court
staffings and court hearings by all team members.
•

Ensure specialty treatment court programs are holding staffing and court hearings at least twice
monthly.

•

Assess specialty treatment court team composition to make sure multidisciplinary teams are
composed of representatives from justice partner agencies.
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Recommendation 12. Develop annual specialty treatment court training programs.
•

Develop training to train new specialty treatment court teams.

•

Develop a judicial education program to orient new specialty treatment court judges and to
keep the judiciary abreast of the latest research and trends.

•

Develop an annual specialty treatment court conference offering sessions on all specialty
treatment court models for all team members to attend.

•

Hold annual eduational opportunities for specialty treatment court team members about
evidence-based practices, state policies, and specific topics on specialty treatment courts.

Recommendation 13. Create adult criminal drug court coordinators within state court
administration to support adult criminal drug court operations.
•

Shift specialty treatment court administration responsibilities from the Department of
Corrections to the Iowa Office of State Court Administration.

•

Request new adult criminal drug court coordinator positions to be created within the Iowa
Office of State Court Administration.

Long-term Recommendations (6+ years)
Recommendation 14: Review specialty treatment court funding streams and court resources to
identify funding priorities and service gaps.
•

The judicial branch should review specialty treatment court funding streams and construct a
strategic plan for funding and potential expansion.

•

The judicial branch should consider collaborating with justice partners to develop a coordinated
strategy to seek resources in support of specialty treatment court participants to include
supervision, treatment, housing, and ancillary services.

•

Conduct outreach both at the state and local levels to further increase community involvement
and support of Iowa’s specialty treatment courts.

Recommendation 15: Develop a formal specialty treatment court implementation application
and approval process.
•

The judicial branch should consider implementing a formal application and approval process to
assist with managing and prioritizing the expansion of specialty treatment courts.

•

The approval process would require local courts to develop implementation and sustainability
plans while demonstrating how the program would align with evidence-based and best
practices.
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Short-term Recommendations (0-2 years)
Recommendation 1. Ensure legal and judicial expertise in every program. A judge,
county attorney, and defense attorney should be actively involved in every program.
Due to resource constraints, some of Iowa’s specialty treatment courts operate entirely or periodically
without a judge. On program site visits, the NCSC team observed a lack of consistent judicial attendance
in some programs. A few adult and juvenile drug court programs consistently operated without a judge
overseeing staffings and status hearings and in n some courts, a judge is available to sign orders, but
cases are overseen by citizen panels. While the involvement of community members is helpful in
building community support, the lack of judicial presence is problematic in terms of due process.
Additionally, Standard X of the National Best Practice Standards (NADCP, 2013) highlights the
importance of the judge in program effectiveness. In other programs, the number of staffing meetings
or hearings were reduced due to scheduling conflicts. Two programs indicated that judges are present
for status hearings two times per month due to scheduling conflicts, the remaining meetings occur with
the program coordinator overseeing the status hearings. For many programs, judges are volunteering
their time to specialty treatment court programs, rather than being formally assigned program. As a
result, the judges' assigned dockets may conflict with the time spent in the specialty treatment court
programs.

Table 4. Percentage of Teams with Judicial and Legal Expertise Represented*

Judge (on team)
Judge (active)**
County Attorney
Defense Counsel

FTC (9)

ADC and
AH/OWI (7)

JDC (4)

MHC (2)

100
78
100
67

85
85
67
83

75
50
50
25

100
100
100
100

*Percentages are based on number of programs answering each question. The number of courts
surveyed is in parentheses above, the number responding to each question varies slightly.
**Active indicates that judge consistently attends status hearings.

Two of seven adult and one of four juvenile drug courts responding to the survey employ community
citizen panels to lead case review sessions instead of a judge. These specialty treatment courts decided
to shift away from judges and use a panel of 3-4 volunteers from the community to hold the case review
sessions/hearings, because resources were limited to provide an assigned judge. In those courts,
participants are scheduled to appear in front of the community citizen panel to have their specialty
treatment court case reviewed and to receive sanctions and incentives. A jurisdiction may have three or
four panels conducting review hearings each court day. Participants are typically assigned to one panel
for the duration of their cases.
Cases are staffed prior to the status meeting where teams share a meal and review participants’
progress toward their goals. During staffings, citizen panels come to a consensus about consequences,
both positive and negative, to be addressed with the participant during the review hearing. If an order is
necessary to impose a sanction, a judge is available to sign the order. The NCSC team visited three
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courts with community citizen panels. During the visit, staff observed the panels providing participants
with feedback about treatment being received, recommending an incarceration sanction, and
contemplating termination without seeming to fully understand the intersection of mental illness and
addiction. Having specialty treatment courts structured in this manner raises concerns about due
process and the role of the judge.
NCSC recommends specialty treatment courts using community citizen panels take a step back to
consider program goals and objectives. It may be that these programs are more diversionary in purpose
or target low-level offenders who are not in need of such intense supervision and clinical treatment
services as those offered by the specialty treatment court model. If, after review, the local program is
intended to remain a specialty treatment court program, NCSC recommends working with district court
administration and the local bench to secure a judge to routinely attend pre-court staffings and preside
over status review hearings to bring the specialty treatment court more in alignment with NADCP Best
Practice Standards.
Regardless of program structure, many of these specialty treatment courts either have no legal
representation on the team or insufficient legal representation on the team. The lack of legal
representation is typically a financial constraint; the public defender’s and county attorney’s offices
cannot or will not provide legal representation without compensation for the attorney’s time. In other
locations, there are not adequate legal resources in the county. The NADCP Multidisciplinary Team
standard defines the drug court team as a judge/judicial officer, program coordinator, prosecutor,
defense counsel representative, treatment representative, probation officer, and law enforcement
officer. Engaging legal and judicial expertise on the team is essential to meet Key Component 2 of the
Drug Court Key Components (NADCP, 1997), best practice Standard III (NADCP, 2013), best practice
Standard VIII (NADCP, 2015), and protecting participants' due process and other constitutional rights
(see NDCI Drug Court Judicial Benchbook for full discussion).

Recommendation 2. Create a position for a statewide specialty treatment court
coordinator.
A statewide specialty treatment court coordinator position should be created within the Iowa Office of
State Court Administration. The creation of a state specialty treatment court coordinator will allow the
judicial branch to take a more proactive, appropriate, and necessary leadership role in specialty
treatment court operations across all models of specialty treatment courts. It will enable the judicial
branch to target resources to specifically support local specialty treatment court judges and
practitioners. The Conference of Chief Justices and Conference of State Court Administrators
(CCJ/COSCA) in the 2014-2015 Policy Paper “Problem-Solving Courts in the 21st Century” take the
position that, “In order for the state courts to manage specialty treatment courts effectively and to
ensure that the courts deliver services in a strategic way across the state, there must be a coordination
of the problem-solving courts at the state level within the judicial branch.” 7 For this reason, CCJ/COSCA
recommends that each state establish a problem-solving court coordinator at the state level and that

7

https://cosca.ncsc.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/COSCA/Policy%20Papers/Problem-Solving-Courts-in-the-21st-Century-Final.ashx
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the coordinator be employed within the judicial branch. The policy paper goes one step further and
identifies the key responsibilities of statewide coordination of problem-solving courts as:
•

Evaluation

•

Dissemination of information

•

Influencing criminal justice policy

•

Resources

•

Settings

•

Standards

In Iowa, the statewide specialty treatment court coordinator position should take on the key
responsibilities recommended by CCJ/COSCA, although some areas will initially take priority.
One of the most important aspects of supporting a local specialty treatment court operation is building
relationships. A state coordinator should be prepared to build rapport and relationships with judges and
coordinators by visiting local programs; disseminating information about state policies, legislation, drug
trends, research, and evidence-based practices; and identifying resources that could be of assistance to
local operations. In addition to building relationships with local specialty treatment court programs, the
coordinator will facilitate communication between the judicial and executive branch agencies at the
state level whether informally or through serving as staff to the judicial council committee on specialty
treatment courts or other workgroups tasked with providing oversight on specialty treatment court
policies or operations. It is expected that the coordinator will establish and maintain relationships with
the Department of Corrections, Department of Human Services, Department of Human Rights,
Department of Public Health, and other state agencies to promote the efficient and effective
management of shared resources and specialty treatment court operations. The coordinator should also
lead statewide efforts to develop and implement statewide specialty treatment court standards.
In time, as the coordinator position becomes more tenured and the role has been institutionalized, the
coordinator will begin to take an active role in identifying state and federal resources including funding
opportunities that may be of assistance to advance Iowa’s specialty treatment courts; prepare and
submit grant applications on behalf of the Iowa Office of State Court Administration (when appropriate);
develop training for local team members; serve as liaison between the judicial branch and the state
specialty treatment court professional organization; and assist with the development of a statewide
specialty treatment court management information system and evaluation tools.
The Iowa Juvenile Justice Improvement Project (SMART) recommendations identify a need for a juvenile
justice coordinator in State Court Administration. A statewide specialty treatment court coordinator
would be responsible for the oversight of juvenile drug courts and expected to work hand in hand with a
juvenile justice coordinator if created within the judicial branch.
Sample state specialty treatment court coordinator position descriptions can be found in Appendix A.
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Recommendation 3. Strengthen judicial branch coordination for specialty treatment
court programs.
The judicial branch should strengthen coordination for specialty treatment court programs. With the
exception of the family dependency treatment courts, the judicial branch currently provides little
coordination for specialty treatment court programs. This is largely due to the local, grassroots nature of
specialty treatment court program development. As a result, programs are not well-connected and have
little interaction with each other. Program practitioners in several locations commented that they did
not know how many other similar programs existed in the state and indicated that they did not know
how their programs related to “what is going on in Des Moines.” Judicial branch coordination could help
streamline the dissemination of research and evidence-based practices, promote policy processes,
support local programs in identifying and pursuing grant opportunities, and provide mechanisms for
feedback and discussion between local practitioners and state court administration.
State court administration should work with local programs to create three committees (one for adult
criminal drug treatment courts, one for family dependency treatment courts, and one for juvenile drug
courts) that meet regularly to discuss practices in the field, resource gaps, and share information about
grant opportunities and training. See Appendix B for a detailed diagram of proposed committee
structure.

Recommendation 4. Foster collaboration across state agencies.
The judicial branch should work closely with state agencies to ensure collaborative efforts in supporting
specialty treatment courts. The specialty treatment court model is effective because it brings together
individuals from different disciplinary backgrounds to support participant rehabilitation. At the local
level, interdisciplinary teams and steering committees form to provide and to advise the team regarding
access to quality treatment, appropriate supervision from both the judicial branch and the department
of corrections, and connections to ancillary services that support rehabilitation. The success from
incorporating this infrastructure to support family treatment court operations should be replicated
across models. Practitioners from multiple state agencies and the judicial branch work hand-in-hand at
the local level to ensure success. Replicating this same model at the state level can help to inform all
agencies that have specialty treatment court involvement and the judicial branch of new judicial rules,
legislation, resource gaps, grant opportunities and activities, and research and evaluation projects. This
collaboration should be guided by Memoranda of Understandings (MOUs) between agencies.
Additionally, the Supreme Court committee on specialty treatment courts representing these agencies
should have regular meetings to discuss matters specifically related to specialty treatment courts.
The NCSC team worked with the Iowa Office of State Court Administration to identify agencies and
associations that could be represented on a judicial council committee on specialty treatment courts.
The judicial branch should foster collaboration between the following agencies/associations: The Iowa
Department of Human Rights, the Iowa Department of Corrections, the Iowa Department of Human
Services, the Iowa Department of Public Health, the Iowa Department of Public Safety, Governor’s Office
of Drug Control Policy, County Attorney Association, Public Defender’s Office, Children’s Justice
Initiative, and the Department of Workforce Development. For more information on the proposed
committee structure, please see Appendix B.
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Recommendation 5. Encourage specialty treatment courts to implement policies that
target the right participants using validated risk, needs, and clinical assessments.
The National Association of Drug Court Professionals (NADCP) identified Target Population as the first
national best practice standard (NADCP, 2013). It sets the foundation for all subsequent standards in
that all the standards that follow assume the specialty treatment court is targeting the correct
population. Studies have found drug courts that target offenders with a high risk of reoffending and in
high need of treatment services reduce crime as much as two times more than courts serving offenders
with lower risk and needs (Cissner et. al 2013; Fielding et al 2002; Lowenkamp et al., 2005). Additional
research shows courts targeting high-risk and high-need offenders receive up to 50% more in cost
savings to local communities (Carey et al 2008, 2012). Each drug court should have clearly defined and
transparent eligibility criteria for justice partners to refer to when considering program referrals. Once a
participant is referred to the program, the drug court should use a validated risk and needs assessment
tool to insure the specialty treatment court is targeting the correct individuals.
The Department of Corrections (DOC) assesses offenders for initial risk using the Iowa Risk Assessment
Revised (IRR). The IRR is completed within thirty days of case assignment on all probation, parole, work
release, and OWI offenders. The DOC also uses the Dynamic Risk Assessment for Offender Re-entry
(DRAOR) to assess an offender’s criminogenic needs. Information from both tools is used to develop an
individualized case plan for each offender sentenced to probation. While the IRR and DRAOR are
completed on offenders within 30 days of case assignment, an offender may not be assigned to a
specialty treatment court within that time period or may enter a specialty treatment court without
being reassessed. Six of the seven adult specialty treatment courts who responded to the survey stated
their programs have eligibility and exclusionary criteria that define who can participate in the local
specialty treatment court. Lack of defined eligibility criteria and consistent application of risk and needs
assessment information leave specialty treatment court teams to case plan and case manage without
up-to-date risk and needs information.
A clinical assessment is also necessary to determine an offender’s clinical need for services. Only one
program reported using results from the risk assessment tool to determine eligibility and four of seven
programs use clinical assessment tools to assess the level or type of treatment services to provide
participants. Participants should receive substance abuse treatment based on standardized assessment
of their treatment needs (NADCP, 2013). The adult best practice standards state specialty treatment
courts should offer a continuum of care for substance abuse treatment including detoxification,
residential, sober living, day treatment, intensive outpatient, and outpatient services. The standard
goes further to define frequency of meetings with treatment providers and states evidence-based
treatment should be delivered using manualized treatment modalities that have demonstrated
outcomes for individuals involved in the criminal justice system.
Based on site visits and incomplete survey data, the NCSC team is unable to conclude these practices are
occurring with any certainty or consistency in Iowa’s specialty treatment courts. Many teams indicated
that they did not know how participants were assessed, just that they were. Teams indicated that they
receive a diagnosis from treatment providers but nothing more. The team is not involved in the
treatment or service plans in any way and is limited to participant compliance information only. The
development of state standards would allow the Iowa Office of State Court Administration and other
stakeholders to gather a more detailed understanding of the clinical assessment process and availability
of evidence-based treatment for specialty treatment court participants.
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Specialty treatment courts should be careful not to mix offenders with different levels of risk or needs.
Research has shown mixing low-risk offenders with high-need offenders exposes the low-risk offenders
to anti-social peers and could impact their program success (Lowenkamp & Latessa 2004; McCord 2003).

Recommendation 6. Consider strategies to increase access to specialty treatment
courts in rural communities.
The judicial branch, in support of the Rural Courts Initiative, should consider strategies to strengthen ties
with rural communities and offer a full complement of services. The judicial branch should help local
programs overcome obstacles to providing access to specialty treatment courts in rural areas. Though
there is currently a moratorium on the expansion of specialty treatment court programs in Iowa, many
operational programs are serving rural communities and have indicated during site visits that it is
difficult to both admit participants and provide service connections to admitted participants (both due
to transportation issues and a lack of services in the area). Some specialty treatment courts operate in
one county but accept offenders from other counties within the judicial district. These programs
indicate that it is hard to bring in offenders from outlying counties because transportation and
availability of services is a significant problem. Research on rural specialty treatment courts is emerging
providing rural areas with information on the main obstacles facing rural specialty treatment courts and
suggestions for overcoming these obstacles. A full discussion of the research is available in Appendix F.
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Mid-term Recommendations (3-5 years)
Recommendation 7. Develop State Standards for Adult Drug Courts, OWI and Hybrid
Courts, Juvenile, Veterans, and Mental Health Courts.
Specialty treatment courts in Iowa historically have been implemented and sustained locally by
dedicated criminal justice system and treatment professionals. If they are to continue to evolve and
expand into additional jurisdictions and specialty treatment court models, they must be institutionalized
by the judicial system. Creating statewide standards specific to Iowa will provide state court
administration with a tool to assess and measure fidelity to the specialty treatment court model and
institutionalize best practices.
The development of statewide standards to support adult criminal drug courts, adult hybrid/OWI drug
courts, juvenile drug courts, and mental health courts would greatly enhance consistency of practice
between programs in the state and better align Iowa specialty treatment courts with evidence-basedpractices. Standards should be based on available research such as the Adult Drug Court Best Practice
Standards Volumes I and II 8 from the National Association of Drug Court Professionals, The Ten Guiding
Principles of DWI Courts 9 from the National Center for DWI Courts, Improving Responses to People with
Mental Illnesses: The Essential Elements of a Mental Health Court 10 from the Council of State
Governments Justice Center, and Juvenile Drug Treatment Court Guidelines 11 from the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention and the 10 Key Components of Veterans Treatment Courts 12 but
tailored to include the local practices and needs of Iowa specialty treatment courts. The Office of State
Court Administration should also create a mechanism to update and revise standards to incorporate
new research and evidence-based practices.
The family dependency treatment courts in Iowa have already established standards and a system to
share information around the standards and provide training. The standards and regular meetings have
assisted programs in creating similar policies and procedures and set expectations for jurisdictions
interested in implementing a family dependency treatment court. Due to the success of this work in the
family dependency treatment court arena, similar processes could be employed for the creation,
implementation, and training on the other specialty treatment court standards.

Recommendation 8. Establish or review MOUs between justice partners and
community agencies to identify roles and responsibilities; expectations around
information sharing; and establish processes to review agreements annually.
The NCSC encourages all of Iowa’s specialty treatment courts to develop a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) or memorandum of agreement (MOA) to set expectations of individual team
members and agencies. In the case of family dependency treatment courts, NCSC encourages local
8 Vol 1: http://www.nadcp.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Adult-Drug-Court-Best-Practice-Standards-Volume-I-Text-Revision-December2018.pdf; Vol II: http://www.nadcp.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Adult-Drug-Court-Best-Practice-Standards-Volume-2-Text-RevisionDecember-2018.pdf
9 https://www.dwicourts.org/wp-content/uploads/Guiding_Principles_of_DWI_Court_0.pdf
10 https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/mhc-essential-elements.pdf
11 https://www.ojjdp.gov/Juvenile-Drug-Treatment-Court-Guidelines.html
12 https://ndcrc.org/resource/10-key-components-for-veterans-treatment-courts/
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courts and the Office of the State Court Administrator to review existing MOUs and MOAs to insure they
are reflective of current expectations and practice. Research shows specialty treatment courts function
most effectively when the roles and responsibilities of participating team member agencies are clearly
communicated to all team members. The NDCI Drug Court Judicial Benchbook (Marlowe & Meyer, 2011)
suggests developing MOUs or MOAs with partner agencies to include the following:
•

Identification of partner agencies;

•

the specific information to be shared, who will be receiving the information, and the limited
purpose of sharing the information;

•

acknowledgement of federal and state confidentiality laws;

•

procedures for reobtaining consent;

•

limitations on prosecutorial use of information for the new charges obtained through drug
court including drug testing results; and

•

re-disclosure practices that indicate confidential treatment information will not be re-disclosed
to additional parties outside drug court without permission (Marlowe & Meyer, 2011).

The MOU or MOA should also include a section defining the roles and responsibilities of individual team
members in information sharing, communication, participation in pre-court staffings, court hearings,
team meetings, training, caseload sizes, advisory committee meetings (if appropriate), and other
pertinent program details. This type of agreement provides participating agencies with a guiding
document to be used to orient new team members with details about program operations and
expectations.
Upon entry into the specialty treatment court, participants should voluntarily sign an informed consent
that provides details about sharing information from treatment and other program partners with the
specialty treatment court team. Participants can expect information about screening and assessment
results, appointment attendance, physical reports of symptom reduction including reduced cravings or
withdrawal symptoms, behavioral indications of improvement such as insight or motivation to change,
and compliance (or lack of compliance) with terms and conditions such as curfew, electronic monitoring,
association restrictions, travel limits, etc. as well as treatment protocols (NADCP, 2015).

Recommendation 9. Support the creation of a state drug court professionals
association.
The judicial branch should support the creation of a state drug court professionals association and
encourage leaders from local programs to participate. A state drug court professionals association
would provide local programs the ability to raise awareness of specialty treatment court programs,
provide education on specialty treatment courts, and give them a voice at the state level as the
association would be helpful in providing trainings in the state that help local programs implement
evidence-based practices.
During the site visits, the NCSC team asked specialty treatment court practitioners about their interest in
participating in a professional association. Interest varied across programs, though many coordinators
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indicated that they would be interested in learning about what other programs do and helping other
programs solve problems they have faced in their own programs.

Recommendation 10. Identify and implement a statewide data collection system to
support statewide specialty treatment court operations and the collection of data for
performance measures and conduct process and outcome evaluations.
The judicial branch should ensure that all specialty treatment courts have access to an adequate case
management system. Data collection in specialty treatment courts is essential both to manage individual
cases and to promote program management. Ensuring that programs have access to a case
management system that allows for both case management at the individual case level and at the
program level is essential to ensuring adherence to national best practice Standard X (NADCP, 2015).
Research shows that programs that collect data and self-evaluate have better outcomes than programs
that do not (Carey et al., 2012). Additionally, developing performance measures and evaluating
performance at least annually is connected with better participant outcomes and greater cost
effectiveness (Carey, et al., 2012).
Evaluations should be undertaken to examine program effectiveness once programs have adopted and
implemented evidence-based practices. A full process evaluation could be conducted once standards
are adopted and programs begin to better align with evidence-based practices. After the process
evaluation, outcome and cost-benefit evaluations can be conducted within three years. Ultimately,
outcome and cost-benefit evaluations should be conducted once programmatic changes have been
made and enough time has passed to effectively measure participant outcomes post-program
participation.
Currently, there are two main case management systems utilized by specialty treatment courts in Iowa.
The ICIS system is used for all court programs and the ICON system is used for adult criminal drug courts.
The NCSC team surveyed programs as to their data collection practices and found that these case
management systems do not provide programs with the ability to track all essential data elements for
program management (see Appendix C for a discussion of what is tracked and see Beisner, 2018 for a
discussion of data availability in Adult Drug Courts). Results from the survey and site visit interviews
reveal that practices in data collection vary widely between programs and specialty treatment court
types. Much of the data being tracked is tracked in paper format only. This type of data collection
prohibits the aggregation of data for programs to use in performance management. It additionally
makes data unusable for evaluation and research purposes. The judicial branch should examine
opportunities to expand the current case management systems and/or consider case management
systems that are specifically tailored to specialty treatment courts. State Court Administration and local
practitioners should discuss what data should be collected as the data needs of local programs can go
beyond simply what is collected for the purposes of articulated performance measures or evaluation.
This will ensure that the case management system will support case management needs and the use of
performance measures, evaluation, and research about Iowa’s specialty treatment court programs.
Once programs have access to a case management system, the quality of data will need to be assessed
routinely, and the judicial branch should create processes to examine programmatic data.
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Recommendation 11. Ensure all specialty treatment courts have a multidisciplinary
team that holds court staffings and hearings frequently and consistently. Ensure
attendance at court staffings and court hearings by all team members.
The judicial branch should encourage programs to meet consistently, have a multidisciplinary team, and
ensure consistent attendance at staffings and court hearings by all team members. Standard III of the
National Best Practice Standards (NADCP, 2015) indicates that in the first phase of the program,
participants should attend court hearings at least every two weeks. Most programs in the state meet
twice per month leaving some months with three weeks between participants’ status hearings. Program
practitioners who participated in interviews and focus groups indicated that they would prefer to meet
weekly. Specifically, practitioners indicated that weekly meetings would allow the program to address
issues swiftly and would provide those in the first phase of the program with additional accountability.
For the frequency of status hearings by program, see Table 5 below.

Table 5. Percentage of programs by frequency of status hearings

Meets weekly
Meets twice per month
Meets once per month

FTC (9)

ADC
AH/OWI (7)

JDC (4)

MHC (2)

44
56
0

0
86
14

0
25
75

0
0
100

On site visits, two ADCs and one FTC indicated that they held weekly meetings and staffings. In one of
these two ADC programs, the judge explained that there had been significant pressure from both the
DOC district director and the district court administrator to move to meetings twice per month. In other
programs, particular members of the specialty treatment court team (i.e., defense counsel, county
attorneys, or treatment) could not regularly attend meetings due to financial constraints. While in all
programs it is clear when staffings and status hearings will occur (they are held on designated days twice
per month), program staff would like to see support for more frequent staffings and hearings as well as
support for all team members' presence in staffings and status hearings.
Many programs visited and surveyed had limited teams. Standard VIII of the Drug Court National Best
Practice Standards (NADCP, 2015) identifies that programs should have multidisciplinary teams that
should include at least: “a judge or judicial officer, program coordinator, prosecutor, defense counsel
representative, treatment representative, community supervision officer, and law enforcement officer.
Recommendation 1 suggests that the judicial branch should ensure judicial and legal representation on
all teams. In addition to some teams lacking judicial legal representation, treatment is not always
represented on the teams and law enforcement is rarely represented. Some programs have indicated
additional problems with representing defense counsel on the team. For a breakdown of team
representation see Appendix D.

Recommendation 12. Develop annual specialty treatment court training programs.
Many recommendations within this report have their own training components within them, (e.g,
Recommendation 7, the recommendation to develop Iowa specialty treatment court standards) will
require significant statewide team-based training to educate specialty treatment court professionals
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about the standards. The adult criminal drug court survey, as well as NCSC site visits, identified key areas
where adherence to drug court best practices or evidence-based practices could be improved (see
Appendix E for details). Some areas where specialty treatment courts could benefit from targeted
training include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligibility and target population including the use of risk, needs, and clinical assessments;
the multidisciplinary team;
drug testing policies and protocols;
incentives and sanctions;
cultural competency; and
developing linkages to ancillary services to support needs of participants.

Not only should the judicial branch offer targeted training identified above, the judicial branch should
put into place policies and procedures to ensure that specialty treatment court trainings become a part
of standard operations. Training should occur annually to provide up-to-date information on evidencebased practices, provide education for new specialty treatment court team members, and to inform
specialty treatment court team members on state policy that impacts programs.
Nationwide, specialty treatment courts struggle to meet training needs of team members. However,
many national organizations are available to provide assistance in this area, often at little or no cost to
the jurisdiction. NCSC encourages the Iowa Administrative Office of the Courts to reach out to the
National Association of Drug Court Professionals, the National Drug Court Institute, the Center for Court
Innovation, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Child and Family Futures, the
National Center for DWI Courts, and Justice for Vets to identify areas of collaboration and to take
advantage of technical assistance and training resources available at the state and local levels.

Recommendation 13. Create Adult Criminal Drug Court Coordinators within State
Court Administration to support Adult Criminal Drug Court operations.
Local adult criminal drug court coordinators are currently funded by state legislative appropriation and
housed administratively by the Iowa Department of Corrections. While responsibilities vary across the
state, Iowa adult criminal drug court coordinators are typically responsible for overseeing the day-to-day
operations of the adult criminal drug court, processing program referrals and communicating eligibility
decisions to all parties, organizing, coordinating and attending regular team meetings, and are
knowledgeable about the adult criminal drug court model and effective treatment interventions. In
Iowa, local adult criminal drug court coordinators also provide supervision services to the adult criminal
drug court and often supervise probationers that are not adult criminal drug court participants.
Moving adult criminal drug court coordinator positions into the Iowa Administrative Office of the Courts
allows the roles and responsibilities of the coordinator to be separated from the roles and
responsibilities of probation/supervision. Shifting administrative program operations into the judicial
branch and away from local probation officers, will both allow the judicial branch to apply more
consistent coordination of policies and procedures across adult criminal drug courts and allow the
Department of Corrections probation officers to focus wholly on supervision responsibilities in support
of local drug court operations. Aligning the coordinators within the judicial branch will enrich
relationships between the coordinator and the adult criminal drug court judge. These roles traditionally
work together to effectively and efficiently manage drug court operations and resources. The
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coordinator supports the judge’s role as a leader, communicator, educator, community collaborator,
and institution builder (Marlowe and Meyer, 2011).

Long-term Recommendations (6+ years)
Recommendation 14. Review specialty treatment court funding streams and court
resources to identify funding priorities and service gaps.
The judicial branch should review specialty treatment court funding streams in greater detail and
construct a strategic plan for funding and specialty treatment court expansion. Currently, most specialty
treatment court programs are supported by judicial branch personnel, decategorized state general
funds, grants from a variety of sources, and in-kind contribution of team members and service
providers. This pieced together approach to supporting specialty treatment court operations creates a
lack of consistency and discrepancies across specialty treatment court programs.
In considering long-term funding support, the judicial branch should evaluate the feasibility of
developing a consistent, equitable, and dedicated funding stream to support specialty treatment court
operations including judicial resources and local coordinators within the judicial branch. The funding
stream should also support the operations of justice system partners such as community supervision,
substance abuse treatment, mental health services, housing, access to legal counsel, and ancillary
service providers. Family treatment court funding should also be included in specialty treatment court
long-term funding consideration to shift reliance from grant funding to state or local resources.
Currently, many but not all adult criminal drug court programs are supported by DOC funds through line
items in the state budget. The line items in the budget vary based on judicial district and have not been
increased or distributed based on need in a district. As a result, the DOC is in a difficult position trying to
maintain services without any adjustments to the program funding. The judicial branch should consider
funding judicial branch coordinator positions for the programs which would allow probation/drug court
officers to resume supervision duties; and they should coordinate with the Department of Corrections,
Department of Human Services, and Department of Public Health to support initiatives to bring adult
criminal drug courts into alignment with evidence-based practices, national best practice standards and
the related financial and human resources to accomplish this goal.

Recommendation 15. Develop a formal specialty treatment court implementation
application and approval process.
When planning for future specialty treatment court expansion, the NCSC encourages the judicial branch
to consider implementing a formal application and approval process. This process would enable the
judicial branch, collaborating state and local agencies, and the local community to deliberately plan for
the resources necessary to implement and support the specialty treatment court long term. As part of
the application process, the local court would be required to illustrate how the proposed specialty
treatment court would adhere to evidence-based practices and adult drug court best practice standards
(or other applicable specialty treatment court guidelines) in their new specialty treatment court as well
as submit both an implementation and sustainability plan. When planning for implementation, local
courts would be required to participate in a national planning curriculum, either the Adult Drug Court
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Planning Initiative (ADCPI) or similar dependent on the model. The Supreme Court committee on
specialty treatment courts with the support of the statewide specialty treatment court coordinator
would be responsible for the design and implementation of the application process.

Conclusion
The Iowa Office of State Court Administration has shown great initiative in examining how the judicial
branch can better support specialty treatment court programs. The recommendations detailed in this
report provide a long-term view of how to best assist specialty treatment courts in aligning with
evidence-based practices. Implementing 15 recommendations may seem a daunting and, at times,
overwhelming task. The Overview of Recommendations section provides some guidance as to how to
prioritize these recommendations. The National Center for State Courts team is committed to assisting
you in attaining these goals. The team is available to further assist the Iowa Office of State Court
Administration in identifying appropriate grants to support implementation of the recommendations,
prioritizing goals, and clarifying the recommendations made in this report.
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APPENDIX A. STATEWIDE SPECIALTY TREATMENT COURT COORDINATOR
SAMPLE POSITION DESCRIPTIONS
Sample A
Description of Position:
The Iowa Office of State Court Administration is seeking an analyst to provide statewide program
support, technical assistance, and information to local courts and the State Court Administration in
formulating and implementing judicial branch specialty treatment court initiatives integrating a judicial
problem-solving approach into court operations for cases involving alcohol and other drug (AOD)
addicted offenders, offenders with mental health issues, offenders who are veterans, and offenders who
are juveniles.
Examples of Duties:
•

Technical Assistance – serve as primary contact for specialty treatment courts throughout Iowa
providing technical and other program assistance supporting local specialty treatment court
operations, new court development, and compliance with judicial branch policies and
procedures.

•

Training – assess local specialty treatment court team training needs and develop annual
training plan. Plan and implement training conferences, including developing curriculum and
materials, recruiting trainers, and coordinating logistics.

•

Specialty treatment court Advisory Committee – staff advisory committee of the judicial branch.
The committee is a multidisciplinary group providing expertise, policy, and funding
recommendations to the judicial branch.

•

Program Standards and Policy Development – draft program standards and policy
recommendations for consideration by advisory groups and judicial branch leadership. Review
research and literature for evidence-based practices to inform and develop policies.

•

Budget Development and Management – gather funding information from local courts to
develop statewide drug court budget, develop funding distribution mechanism(s) during budget
cycles for consideration by the specialty treatment court advisory committee and judicial
branch. Monitor local drug court budgets for appropriate and timely expenditures.

•

Sustainability and Outreach – identify potential sustainability strategies and outreach
opportunities to recommend to the specialty treatment court advisory committee and/or
judicial branch leadership. Coordinate statewide outreach activities. Provide information and
data to national, state, and local leadership, stakeholders, legislature, and media.

•

Program and Outcome Evaluation – assist state court administration, information technology
staff and other specialty treatment court professionals in developing and implementing process
and outcome evaluations of specialty treatment courts.
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•

Grant Writing and Management – monitor grant opportunities for local drug courts and
coordinate statewide grant applications.

Qualifications:
•

B.A. in psychology, sociology, public health, public administration, criminal justice, law, or
related field preferably supplemented by a master’s degree in public or court administration, or
a law degree

•

Considerable knowledge of project planning, implementation, and evaluation techniques

•

Considerable experience in court administration, criminal justice, social science research, or a
closely related area

•

Strong communication skills, both oral and written

•

Excellent interpersonal skills and ability to work with judges, court staff, other justice system
officials, and the public

•

Ability to take initiative; highly organized; self-motivated

•

Knowledge of structure and operation of state courts

•

Successful candidate will be required to pass a criminal background check

Sample B
The Iowa Office of State Court Administration is seeking a full-time Specialty Treatment Courts
Coordinator.
Position Summary: The selected individual will coordinate statewide specialty treatment court initiatives
with local specialty treatment courts; provide technical assistance to existing specialty treatment courts
and to courts interested in establishing programs; work closely with specialty treatment court staff and
judges to ensure statewide projects meet the needs identified in specialty treatment courts; oversee the
compiling, analyzing and reporting of statistical data; make recommendations and plan for future
specialty treatment court improvements; plan and develop statewide initiatives for specialty treatment
courts; develop training programs for judges and other court personnel on a variety of specialty
treatment court related issues; research, oversee, and develop applications for grants to support
statewide specialty treatment court initiatives and programs affecting specialty treatment courts;
provide staff assistance and support to committees and workgroups involving specialty treatment courtrelated issues.
Qualifications: Qualified candidates will possess: (1) A thorough knowledge of functions, organizations,
principles, and practices governing specialty treatment courts; (2) A work and education record of
increasing in-depth courses and experience in public policy management, program and procedural
development, implementation, and collaboration; and (3) Excellent written and oral communication
skills including a record of effective communication experiences to a wide range of audiences.
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It is preferred that candidates also possess: (1) A Bachelor’s degree with major course work in public
administration, social work, criminal justice, statistics and research methods, or related field; (2)
Management of a specialty treatment court program; and (3) In-depth knowledge of the inner workings
of the criminal justice system and familiarization with laws and regulations governing the processing of
defendants through the criminal justice system.
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APPENDIX B. COLLABORATION COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
Figure B. Committee Structure Diagram

The judicial branch should work closely with:
-

-

The Iowa Department of Human Rights. The Iowa Department of Human Rights, has a criminal
and juvenile justice planning advisory council and a juvenile justice advisory council that meet
regularly to discuss problems facing the criminal and juvenile justice system, legislation affecting
the criminal and juvenile justice system, and projects that affect criminal and juvenile justice in
Iowa. Additionally, according to Iowa Code 216A, the Iowa Department of Human Rights is
responsible for data collection and research related to criminal and juvenile justice. Increased
collaboration and coordination would assist the Department of Human Rights and the judicial
branch in terms of data collection, evaluation, and policy advisement related to specialty
treatment court programs.
The Department of Corrections to ensure support for drug court programs. The DOC has
oversight of Community Based Corrections which provide supervision for and coordination of
the Adult Drug Court programs. The judicial branch should work closely with the Department of
Corrections to ensure that the practitioners have adequate resources, access to appropriate
training, and input into projects undertaken by the Office of State Court Administration.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The Department of Human Services to better provide support to specialty treatment court
participants in need of Medicare connections, access to mental health providers, and strengthen
coordination in family dependency treatment courts and juvenile drug courts.
The Department of Public Health to support local programs by assisting with the identification of
treatment providers who follow evidence-based practices and utilize manualized curriculum.
The Department of Public Safety to improve information sharing about trends in drug use and
issues concerning the relationship of program participants and public safety.
The Governor’s Office of Drug Control Policy to help inform policy recommendations, projects
undertaken by either office, and to better understand how broader drug control policy
initiatives can impact specialty treatment courts.
The County Attorney Association to understand issues facing county attorneys in making
referrals to specialty treatment courts, to understand and solve issues in assigning county
attorneys to specialty treatment courts, to share information about major projects that would
impact the way specialty treatment courts operate, and to discuss how projects and policy
changes impact legal issues concerning specialty treatment courts.
The Public Defender’s Office to help inform efforts to ensure participants have legal
representation in all programs, to share information about major projects that would impact the
way specialty treatment courts operate, and to discuss how projects and policy changes impact
legal issues concerning specialty treatment courts.
The Children’s Justice Initiative to improve information sharing about juvenile drug courts and
family dependency treatment courts, discuss coordination of joint efforts related specifically to
juvenile drug courts and family dependency treatment courts, and to discuss how projects and
policy changes may impact juvenile drug and family dependency treatment courts.
The Department of Workforce Development to understand how state initiatives like, Future
Ready Iowa, might provide educational and employment opportunities for specialty treatment
court participants.
The Department of Public Instruction to connect specialty treatment courts with educational
institutions including high schools, technical colleges and colleges and universities to advise on
education policy, trends, and assistance in navigating the system.

The judicial branch should also utilize a state specialty treatment court coordinator to work with
practitioners in the field to understand what problems programs are facing and what the judicial branch,
state agencies, and the legislature can do to help. It will also help foster cooperation and collaboration
across districts. Representation on these committees should include but is not limited to those included
on Figure B.
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APPENDIX C. CURRENT DATA COLLECTION PRACTICES IN FAMILY
DEPENDENCY TREATMENT COURTS, ADULT DRUG COURTS AND ADULT
HYBRID/OWI DRUG COURTS, MENTAL HEALTH COURTS, AND JUVENILE
DRUG COURTS
The below describes the data collection of specialty treatment court programs in Iowa as indicated in
the NCSC data survey conducted October 15-31, 2018. In addition to the survey responses, several
programs during site visits indicated that the program didn’t know what to track or how.
Adult Criminal Drug Court
Six out of 10 Adult Criminal Drug Courts responded to the NCSC data survey conducted October 15-31,
2018. The survey reveals inconsistency both within and between programs in terms of tracking data.
While there appears to be consistency in collecting basic demographic information regarding
participants, practices widely vary in terms of what additional information is tracked and how. Court
dates, for instance are tracked mostly in note fields in ICON, with some programs indicating data is only
tracked if participants fail to appear. Programs additionally track drug testing data quite differently.
Most are collecting drug testing data in ICON note fields, though some programs indicate only collecting
drug testing data in paper files. Treatment data widely varies, with programs either keeping paper
copies of treatment reports or entering treatment notes through note fields in ICON. There was
additional inconsistency in sanctions and incentives tracking. Again, programs appear to be tracking this
information either by note fields in ICON or by keeping paper files. While most programs indicate that
they track in-program re-offending, again the methods of data collection vary. Only one of the adult
criminal drug court programs who responded to the survey indicated that they track recidivism postprogram participation. 13 Even though the adult criminal drug courts have access to a case management
system, it isn’t clear that data is being consistently entered across programs or that all necessary data is
able to be captured in ICON data elements. Since much of programmatic data collected is being
collected in field notes or paper files primarily, data is not extractable in a form that allows programs to
use data effectively to manage their performance or demonstrate program outputs. This survey
additionally fails to address the quality of data being entered. A recent report “Adult Drug Court
Performance Standards: Data Availability and Quality” focused on data availability for the Adult Drug
Court Performance Measures supports the results of these survey responses (Beisner, 2018).
Family Dependency Treatment Court
A case management system or an enhancement to ICIS, training on data entry, and data quality
assurance procedures would help to better assess compliance with the state standards for family
dependency treatment courts. Eight of 12 FTC programs in the state responded to the data survey.
Programs overwhelming indicate that they are tracking programmatic data through either the use of
paper files or electronic spreadsheets. The most consistently tracked data appears to be the date that a
CINA petition was filed, date participant was referred to the program, date of eligibility determination

While the data required for tracking recidivism is available through the Justice Data Warehouse (JDW), local programs are not actively
tracking recidivism for the purpose of performance management.
13
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and reason if ineligible, date admitted to the program, date of first treatment episode, and date and
type of program exit. Most of these data elements were collected through electronic spreadsheet for all
programs. Data about attendance at status hearings are not consistently tracked across all programs.
Four of 8 programs track court attendance through electronic spreadsheet, three programs track this
data through paper files, and one program does not track this data at all. Data regarding meetings with
DHS Caseworkers is not consistently tracked across programs. Only one program indicated that
attendance at DHS Caseworker meetings was being tracked by the program. Treatment data such as
types of treatment, number of sessions, hours of treatment, and ancillary service data are primarily
collected through paper files. Additionally, drug testing data is primarily collected in paper format. 14
Juvenile Drug Courts and Mental Health Courts
The Juvenile Justice Improvement Project (SMART) began in 2016. Major recommendations of that
project align with NCSC recommendations 7 and 15. Specifically, the JJIP (SMART) recommendations
focused on better data collection, quality assurance, and centralized coordination for juvenile court
services. The NCSC team recommends enhancements to ICIS or the adoption of a case management
system that allows for increased data collection for juvenile drug court programs. The NCSC data survey
supports this recommendation. Two juvenile drug court programs responded to the NCSC data survey
indicating that most basic data elements are tracked in ICIS field notes or in paper format.
Only one mental health court responded to the survey and indicated that much of the essential data
was not compiled in a central location. Data about treatment was tracked by treatment, data about drug
and alcohol testing was tracked by treatment and probation, and outcome data was tracked by the
county attorney. When the program did track data, it primarily used paper files and ICIS.

Department of Human Service (DHS) data and treatment data are available for all programs through an evaluation project currently
underway with the Department of Human Rights, Division of Criminal and Juvenile Justice Planning. The data is not being collected at the local
level, however, and isn’t readily available to the programs to use in performance management.
14
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APPENDIX D. TEAM MEMBERS ON FAMILY DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
COURTS, ADULT CRIMINAL DRUG COURTS AND ADULT HYBRID/OWI
DRUG COURTS, MENTAL HEALTH COURTS, AND JUVENILE DRUG COURTS
Table D. Percentage of programs reporting each team member as included on the team

FTC (9)

ADC
AH/OWI (7)

JDC (4)

MHC (2)

Judge

100

86

75

100

County Attorney

100

100

50

100

Defense Counsel

67

86

25

100

Program Coordinator

100

71

25

100

Treatment Representative

100

71

50

50

Community Supervision Officer

n/a

100

75

0

Department of Human Services

100

n/a

n/a

n/a

Law Enforcement

n/a

43

50

100

School Representative

100

n/a

50

n/a

Other: Citizen Panelists

n/a

14

25

n/a

Other: Guardian Ad Litem

44

n/a

n/a

n/a

Other: FSRP

33

n/a

n/a

n/a

Other: Recovery Coach

11

n/a

n/a

n/a

Other: Mental Health
Representative

n/a

14

n/a

n/a

Programs responded that although these members were on the team, not all members attended
staffings or status hearings. In particular, there was a reduction in the percentage of county attorneys,
defense counsel, law enforcement, and treatment representatives that regularly attended staffing and
status hearings.
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APPENDIX E. TRAINING IN PAST TWO YEARS FOR FAMILY TREATMENT
COURT, ADULT DRUG COURT, ADULT HYBRID/OWI DRUG COURTS, AND
JUVENILE DRUG COURT
Table E1. Percentage of programs with at least one team member trained in past two years, by type of
training
FTC (9)

ADC
AH/OWI (7)

JDC (4)

Behavior modification

60

43

100

Cognitive behavioral criminal thinking interventions

67

71

67

Community supervision

n/a

57

100

Complementary treatment

67

29

0

Constitutional and legal issues in drug courts

80

14

0

Cultural Competency and/or implicit bias

100

43

100

Discipline specific training

100

14

33

Drug and alcohol testing

100

57

33

Incentives and sanctions

80

57

67

Mental health treatment

100

100

100

Screening and assessment

100

43

100

Social services

100

57

33

Strengths based approaches

100

29

100

Substance abuse treatment

100

86

75

Team decision making

83

29

33

Trauma informed treatment and services

100

57

100

Other: Suicide Prevention

n/a

100

n/a

Other: Motivational Interviewing

n/a

100

n/a

Other: Acceptance commitment therapy

n/a

100

n/a

Other: Adolescent specific training

n/a

n/a

75

Family Therapy Approaches

80

n/a

n/a
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Table E2. Percentage of programs with judicial training in last 2 years, by type of training
ADC
FTC (9)
JDC (4)
AH/OWI (7)
Cultural competency or implicit bias training
100
29
75
Evidence-based community supervision
n/a
43
n/a
Evidence-based mental health treatment
80
43
75
Evidence-based sanctions and incentives
50
27
75
Evidence-based substance abuse treatment
83
43
100
Legal and constitutional issues in specialty
100
0
0
treatment courts
Judicial ethics
100
29
50
Social services
100
n/a
0
Evidence-based family therapy
67
n/a
n/a
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APPENDIX F. ACCESS TO DRUG COURTS IN RURAL AREAS AND BARRIERS
TO TREATMENT IN RURAL DRUG COURTS
Introduction
The literature examining rural specialty treatment courts primarily focuses on rural drug courts. Rural
areas in Iowa provide a different landscape to address justice-involved individuals with substance abuse
diagnoses. First, the problems facing rural areas are different than those facing urban areas. Second,
obstacles to providing access to treatment, supervision, and to court hearings differ between urban and
rural settings. This literature review provides an overview of the research on the problems facing rural
areas and the barriers, obstacles to meeting these problems, and potential solutions.

The Rural Landscape
The need for access to drug court, juvenile drug court, and co-occurring disorders programs is growing.
Though substance use has long been considered an urban problem, rates of substance use in rural areas
have been increasing over time and rates of use among youth in rural areas surpasses rates of youth in
urban areas. Heroin and methamphetamine are particularly problematic in rural communities both
because of use and manufacturing. The increase in substance use in rural areas with the growth of
manufacturing in rural areas may result in an increase in justice-involved rural community members.
•

Rates of Substance Use in Rural Areas is Increasing. Although older sources provide substance
abuse rates regardless of age group that are somewhat, though not statistically significantly,
lower for rural areas than more urbanized ones (The National Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse at Columbia University [CASA], 2000; Van Gundy, 2006), later research
indicates that urban and rural substance abuse rates are converging (Hutchison & Blakely,
2010). More recently, Davis et al. (2016) determined that rates of alcohol abuse, substance
abuse, and mental health conditions were similar for adults in rural and urban areas in South
Dakota. Youth rates of alcohol, inhalants, and methamphetamine use are higher in rural areas
than in urban ones (CASA, 2000; Hutchison & Blakely, 2010; Kraman 2004).
- Methamphetamine. Rural eighth graders are 104% more likely to use amphetamines in
general than their urban counterparts and 59% more likely to use methamphetamine
specifically (Hutchison & Blakely, 2010).
-

Heroin. New research has found that heroin users who report that their first use of the
drug occurred in the last decade are mostly white and live in nonurban areas. Individuals
who become addicted to prescribed opioids, either through misuse or legally prescribed
medications, often report that they switch to heroin because it is more readily available
and cheaper than prescription medication (Cicero, Ellis, Surratt, & Kurtz, 2014). The type
of employment found in rural areas, which is often physically demanding and possibly
dangerous, such as mining, farming, logging, or working in factories, may contribute to
the prevalence of heroin in rural areas, since years of physical strain and injuries
received on the job are often treated with prescribed opioid medications (Van Gundy,
2006).
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•

Manufacturing is Harder to Detect. A dispersed population and uninhabited areas contribute to
the use of rural areas for the manufacture or growing of illegal substances like
methamphetamine and marijuana (Linneman & Kurtz, 2013). For instance, the production of
methamphetamine causes pungent fumes that are more likely to be detected in the close
confines of a city than in the open spaces of a rural area. Additionally, rural areas offer easier
access to large amounts of some of the ingredients used in methamphetamine manufacturing,
like the anhydrous ammonia used as fertilizer that is not available in stores, but can be found on
farms (Kraman, 2004). Similarly, the open spaces of rural areas allow for hidden marijuana fields
that produce much more of the substance than an urban or suburban dweller could manage in
their backyard or rooftop garden.

Challenges Faced by Rural Courts
In 2014, over 46 million residents of the United States (around 15% of the population) lived in rural
counties and were served by rural courts (Economic Research Service [ERS], 2015). Rural courts in the
United States face unique challenges compared to courts in more urbanized areas. Physical access, lack
of qualified professionals in rural communities, barriers to appropriate treatment, and fewer resources
create a burden on rural communities to provide access to specialty treatment court programs.
•

Physical Access. The large geographic area and low population density of rural court jurisdictions
makes access to the physical courts difficult for many citizens (Nugent-Borakove, Mahoney, &
Whitcomb, 2011).

•

Lack of Professionals to Deliver Services. Aging populations and the relocation of younger
citizens reduce the number of professionals available to provide the services necessary for court
clients (Griller, Suskin, Sayles, & Friess, 2010).

•

Fewer Resources. Rural courts have fewer resources available to effectively provide all the
crucial components of a drug court due to the resource shortages, cultural issues, and
geographic challenges they face (Griller et al., 2010; Kushner, Peters, & Cooper, 2014; NugentBorakove et al., 2011).

•

Barriers to Treatment. Barriers to treatment resources in rural drug courts can be categorized by
the access framework developed by Penchansky & Thomas (1981) consisting of five dimensions:
accessibility, availability, affordability, acceptability, and accommodation. The following provides
an overview of some of the research addressing issues facing rural drug courts on these
dimensions.
-

Availability. According to Bouffard and Smith (2005), rural drug courts are unable to
provide the same types of ancillary services as urban drug courts. The lack of
professionals in rural areas to provide services needed by drug court participants
creates problems of availability in these communities (Griller, Suskin, Sayles, & Friess,
2010).

-

Accessibility. Rural residents must travel farther distances without the benefit of public
transportation in most instances (Fulkerson & Thomas, 2014). Practically, this barrier
means that even if, for example, a treatment facility is available in the jurisdiction, drug
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court participants may not be able to access it due to a lack of transportation and long
distances. The same is true of access to other drug court requirements.
-

Affordability. According to Bouffard and Smith (2005) rural drug courts in their study
had smaller budgets than the urban drug courts and were more likely to require client
fees to pay for treatment.

-

Acceptability. In earlier versions of the framework, acceptability refers to attitudes
about the desired characteristics of providers for clients, and clients for providers
(Penchansky & Thomas, 1981). However, later studies defined acceptability as the
attitude toward treatment held by the clients and the local culture (Booth &
McLaughlin, 2000), and that definition that will be used in this literature review.

-

Accommodation. Penchansky and Thomas’s (1981) final dimension, accommodation,
involves the organization of resources for accepting clients, like available appointment
hours, the availability of walk-in appointments, and clients’ perceptions of the
appropriateness of these factors. Though unexamined in the literature, it is likely that
rural treatment and service providers have fewer resources and, as a result, more
limited hours of operation than do urban treatment and service providers.

Potential Solutions
Though research is still emerging, drug courts have begun to identify ways to overcome these obstacles.
A few of the solutions are detailed below:
•

Teletherapy. Teletherapy has been proposed as an option to better serve rural areas (BenavidesVaello, Strode, and Sheeran, 2012). Teletherapy can help to overcome many of the obstacles
presented above, such as a lack of professionals in the community and transportation issues and
can help with the issue of accommodations with flexible hours (Benavides-Vaello et al., 2012).
There are obstacles, such as, access to the technology necessary to connect with telehealth
providers and insurance coverage for those in need of treatment (SAMHSA, 2016).

•

Transportation Services. Lack of public transportation systems, lack of personal transportation,
and the long distances that often must be traveled to reach treatment services in rural areas are
a few barriers to accessing drug court programs (Kraman, 2004; Robertson & Donnermeyer,
1997). Drug courts that offer transportation services to their participants help to remedy the
problems of distance and lack of transportation (Cissner et al., 2013).

•

Financial Counseling and Payment Plans. The cost of treatment is another barrier to access
(Robertson & Donnermeyer, 1997). Some drug courts offer financial counseling and assistance in
accessing benefits that may help to pay for the cost of treatment (BJS, 2016). Drug courts also
may institute a payment plan with the treatment providers to allow participants to take part in
treatment even if they cannot pay immediately.
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